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1 Introduction
The PSIRP project aims to solve some major issues of the current Internet by applying a
(information-centric) publish/subscribe paradigm throughout all layers of the network, in
particular throughout the internetworking layer, which to our knowledge has not been done
before. Our research hypothesis is that this will provide a better basis for the Future Internet
than the current topology-based model.
Some of the key background for this work is that, e.g., many widely used Internet applications
already are essentially publish/subscribe in nature. For example, distribution of software
updates is currently performed in a poll/unicast fashion that is clearly non-optimal. Instead,
subscribing to the updates that are needed and distributing them via multicast, caching etc.
would be much easier and more efficient from the point of view of using network resources.
The same applies to multimedia, such as IPTV, and many other applications, such as those
for the dissemination and sharing of massive amounts of information (e.g. BitTorrent) or even
those distributing very low amounts of information, like RSS feeds.
In order to push this project beyond the state-of-the-art (SoA), we have to first study the
current state-of-the-art and the solutions proposed to solve various problems of the current
Internet. To be successful, the PSIRP architecture must not only employ but also extend the
state-of-the-art from many specific sub-areas of communications. This SoA report expands the
brief SoA study presented in the original Project Proposal and the subsequent Description of
Work (Annex I of the Grant Agreement), going deeper into specific areas and their key
publications, summarizing prior work done, and outlining the results that were gained. With
this extension of the state-of-the-art, we intend to build a common basis and terminology to
work on within the project, including the production of a quick guide for finding appropriate
references at the later stages of the work.
It is important to note however that the deliverable D2.1 only presents a snap-shot of the SoA
as of late June 2008. The work does not end here since our understanding of other SoA
continues to evolve. Hence, the SoA will be a live document in the project wiki that goes
beyond this deliverable, being expanded throughout the project and updated as new
developments unfold.
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2 Guiding Principles, Scope, and Methodology
This section provides an overview of the rationale by which this document was designed and
compiled. This rationale follows our clear formulation of architectural design principles to guide
the project’s progress, the scope of the state-of-the-art which is largely influenced by PSIRP’s
guiding principles, and the methodology by which SoA research is collected, contrasted to
various aspects of PSIRP, and maintained.

2.1

Guiding Principles

The goals of the PSIRP project are very ambitious with respect to its scope of work
(embodying areas such as routing, forwarding, rendezvous, identifiers, and many more) and
intended scale (inter-domain as a replacement of the current IP layer). In order to support
achieving the intended results in the project, we need a clearly guided investigation of the
state-of-the-art, and this guidance is provided by the overall vision and goals of the PSIRP
project.
As also outlined in our architectural design process (D2.2), we can observe that our vision
revolves around the following major concepts:
•

Everything is information, building up from simple forms of information to very complex
knowledge on application level.

•

Different forms of information reachability exist throughout all levels of the design and
they can be changed and adapted in real-time.

•

Control is handed back to the receiver by virtue of a communication model that allows
for a choice of reception without needing to receive everything that is sent.

Starting from these goals, we intend to study the state-of-the-art that will allow us to reflect on
these goals and extend the SoA towards the novel solutions that this project intends to devise.

2.2

Scope

The scope of this SoA study is defined by the overall goals of the project, as outlined above.
Subsequently, we map these goals onto areas of investigation that are seen as relevant in
providing “food for thought” for implementing the final project goals. It is important to note,
however, that the scope of this deliverable is purely centred on the design aspects of our
work. Hence, issues surrounding validation, including the red-team approach for security
validation of our solutions, is not included in this document and will be covered in a separate
technical report later in the project.
Given our project goals, we’ve identified the following two key areas to be investigated:
2.2.1

Future Internet Architecture

General work on other attempts to build a future Internet architecture is important to PSIRP.
Within this area, the following main architectural aspects are chiefly involved:
•

•
PSIRP

Protocols
o

Naming, Addressing, and Routing

o

Multicast (necessary for efficient dissemination of large quantities of
information, which will be the norm (not the exception) in the PSIRP
architecture)

Mechanisms
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o

Compensation, Caching, and Security

o

Network Coding (has wide applicability in the reliable, timely and efficient
delivery of information over heterogeneous networks)

Publish/Subscribe (related system solutions are important due to the relevance of
receiver-driven communications in our approach)
Design Considerations

This section will cover general design considerations for systems of the envisioned scale.
•

Economics is an area whose relevance can be derived directly from the focus on the
required compensation mechanisms and the economic impact that a PSIRP system
would embody.

•

Socio-economic aspects are important due to the increasing understanding that any
change to the Internet at the scale PSIRP envisions will have tremendous impact on
society as a whole. The PSIRP vision revolves around the ability to flexibly adapt to
and reflect the social structures of society.

•

Security must be designed in the architecture and built into its implementation from the
very beginning. The security problems of the current Internet clearly demonstrate that
security cannot be efficiently added to an architecture as an afterthought. A good
understanding of previous work in this space is therefore crucial.

•

Trust is an important aspect of networking in the era of so called information and
communication technology (ICT) diffusion, where information networks have become
an inherent part of all human activities.

•

Privacy has also become an increasingly important consideration in the deployment of
ICT. Modern technologies allow for constant monitoring of individuals’ movements and
behaviours, and there must be a fine balance between privacy and accountability in
the Future Internet to protect the privacy of people while enabling, e.g., legal
interception, when it is applicable. An understanding of current approaches and
viewpoints is important to steer our own thinking.

2.3

Methodology

The methodology used to compile this SoA report is dictated by the envisioned scope, as
outlined above. The relevant state-of-the-art within this scope is gathered by experts in the
identified sub-areas and reviewed against the bearing of the work towards our own project
goals. The findings of these reviews can be found in this report.
It is important to note that this report is only one step towards understanding the relevant prior
art in our space of work. Given the iterative methodology of the PSIRP project (design,
implement, and validate/break), we expect this report to grow over time, reflected in our
project-internal tools and also through the availability of revised versions of this report later in
the project. Furthermore, the state-of-the-art is not solely limited to design considerations and
will be extended towards validation and other areas beyond this current deliverable.
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3 Future Internet Architecture
Leading-edge research involving advanced internetworking technologies and their
applications to the future Internet are of great importance to the PSIRP effort. This section
discusses the SoA aspects which are most relevant to PSIRP’s outlook, including fundamental
network components (e.g. naming, addressing, routing etc.), advanced operational features,
tactics to enhance efficiency and reduce resource usage, and overall information delivery
design philosophies.

3.1

Introduction

"A system as complex as the Internet can only be designed effectively if it is based on a core
set of design principles, or tenets, that identify points in the architecture where there must be
common understanding and agreement" [Cla2003]. The original Internet was built by people
who shared a common goal of connecting their computing equipment and the group was small
enough for social enforcement of behaviour in the net. The main guiding principle for the
design of the Internet was the end-to-end principle [Sal1984], which has enabled a wide
variety of un-foreseen applications to be deployed.
As the Internet grew, a number of problems in its architecture became apparent. Blumenthal
et al. [Blu2001] identify a number of challenges for the end-to-end principle: operation in an
untrustworthy Internet, more demanding applications, the rise of third party involvement, ISP
service differentiation, and less sophisticated users.
The most remarkable feature of the Internet is its socio-economic complexity [Pap2001]. This
means that solving tussles (i.e. conflicts of interest) [Cla2002] [Cla2003] [Cla2005] is one of
the key problems for the future Internet. In this sense, the Internet has more resemblance to a
society than to a traditional piece of technical engineering. As societies and the needs (and
capabilities) of people within change, so does and should the Internet. This leads to design for
change [Cla2003] and to the requirement of evolvability [Rat2005].
The ability to trust people (i.e. the ability to rely on the benevolence and good intentions of a
typical person) is generally considered as a requisite for democracy and working markets
[Put1993] [Fuk1995] [OEC2001]. With its resemblance to society at large, trust is also
important in the Internet for many contexts [Cla2003] [Cla2007].

3.2

Protocols

Network protocols and specifications are a key factor in determining the functionality of a
network infrastructure. In particular, aspects such as naming conventions, device addressing,
routing strategies, and information dissemination through multicasting are chiefly dominant
concepts which influence the operability of the future Internet. The following sub-sections
cover the relevant leading work in these areas and their applicability within PSIRP.
3.2.1

Naming

In the current Internet architecture, “naming” usually means service-level naming (e.g. Domain
Name Systems (DNS) names and namespaces rooted on DNS such as e-mail addresses,
uniform resource locators (URLs), etc.).
The Domain Name System is a static distribution tree with a hierarchically organized
namespace. The top-level domains are managed by name registrar companies contracted by
the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN). Other domains are
established under the top-level domains and maintain their own names. The name-domain
hierarchy is independent of network-level administrative domains (i.e. autonomous systems
(AS)), enabling multiple names, usually from different domains, to be mapped to the same IP
PSIRP
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address. This is widely used, for example, for hosting multiple web sites at a single web
server.
Research in the Internet naming area includes designs for alternative name resolution
systems [Ram2004a] and replacing the DNS namespace with self-certifying hash-based
names [Kop2007], among other topics.
In [Ram2004b], a prefix-matching distributed hash table (DHT) (e.g. Pastry [Row2001],
Tapestry [Zha2001], etc.) based alternative for the legacy Domain Name System is presented.
The Cooperative Domain Name System (CoDoNS) enables fast dynamic updates and faster
resolution of DNS queries. The updates are managed with a proactive replication scheme
which does not require explicit recording of the replica locations, as the locations are
algorithmically determined based on name-popularity rank and the desired average lookup
latency of the system [Ram2004a]. The cooperative system is secured by relying on name
certification through the DNS Security Extensions (DNSSec) [Are2005a] [Are2005b]
[Are2005c].
For some uses the random distribution inherent in DHT-systems may be problematic, as some
level of trust needs to be placed on each DHT participant. For this reason, it seems that the
use of global DHTs may not be an optimal approach for building Internet-scale systems.
[Gan2004] defines a general method by which hierarchical DHTs can be formed using existing
non-hierarchical DHTs. The created hierarchy has the isolation property by which the scope of
the DHT at a certain level of the hierarchy is bounded to the domains under that level. This is
a nice property for hierarchies where all domains in a sub-hierarchy are co-operative, but it
seems that this design cannot be directly mapped to the Internet AS-domain hierarchy. This
has been attempted by Routing over Flat Labels (ROFL) [Cae2006], but in that case, it is
possible that traffic between certain domains traverses through a set of unwanted domains,
which is contrary to current inter-domain policies.
In [Kop2007], a Data Oriented Network Architecture (DONA) is proposed that replaces the
hierarchical DNS namespace with a cryptographic, self-certifying namespace. This enables
totally distributed namespace control but offers no alternative for the current usage of humanreadable DNS names in, e.g., print advertising or text messages. It also seems that protection
against phishing, for example, would still require trusted third party certification. How would a
user otherwise know to whom the cryptographic identifier belongs to?
The DONA namespace is intended for naming data, and not hosts or their network interfaces.
It is also remarkable that the namespace proposed in DONA is not totally flat, as the names
are composed of two parts: the principal’s identifier and a label. This makes it possible to
name data items that are not explicitly announced in the system. It would also be possible to
develop the proposed DONA system so that the domains in the network could aggregate
names at the principal level (at the potential cost of not always locating the nearest copy of a
given data item).
[Cal2007] presents an approach where only channels (with unique identifiers) are named in
the network. No central authority is required for naming and the architecture has no naming or
addressing hierarchy. A channel is a logical means of transmitting packets from one location
to another. The proposed architecture provides support for abstraction by aggregating
channels into higher hierarchies. As identifiers are selected randomly, mobility is more easily
supported.
In [Cro2003], the authors use the notion of contexts that are by definition collections of
network elements that lie in a homogenous environment regarding naming services,
addresses, packet format, routing solutions etc. Interstitial Functions (IFs) connect different
contexts and perform the mappings between them. The authors argue for mappings between
a variety of naming systems as a replacement to a single global namespace.
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Addressing

The Internet addressing model [Hin2006] divides the total address space into variable size
prefixes. The original addressing model defined three prefix classes of 8, 16, and 24 bits
(classes A, B, and C, respectively). This made it necessary for each prefix to appear
individually for all included host addresses within global routing tables. In 1993, the current
classless inter-domain routing (CIDR) scheme was introduced to enable provider aggregated
addressing and thus more compact inter-domain routing tables.
Interestingly, in the recent paper [And2007] a new addressing structure is proposed, which in
a way returns to the original class-based model. Here the subnet prefix is replaced with a selfcertifying autonomous domain identifier (AD), and the suffix (called the interface identifier in
the IPv6 addressing architecture [Hin2006]) is replaced with a self-certifying host identifier
(EID). IP addresses would then take the form AD:EID. The private keys bound to the AS and
the EID are held by the domain and the host, respectively. This design is based on the finding
that the inter-domain routing scales better if routing is done at the domain level, as there are
less (autonomous) domains than there are advertised prefixes. Additionally, the self-certifying
property would protect against the nowadays common Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)
spoofing attacks (e.g. hijacking more specific prefixes). The EID portion is globally unique by
itself, which would enable hosts to move or multi-home between domains and assure
correspondents that they are communicating with the same host. This tactic is similar to that
which is applied by the Host Identity Protocol (HIP) [Mos2006].
ROFL [Cae2006] proposes a radical alternative to the current IP addressing model: the
dichotomy between topologically significant addresses and end-point identifiers is solved by
routing on totally topology-independent, i.e. flat, labels. ROFL applies hierarchical DHT overlay solutions [Gan2004] on the network layer without the underlying IP. The paper concludes
that while it really does not scale, routing on flat labels cannot be dismissed as impossible.
This presents the question of whether or not flat label-based routing might scale for service
names, where real-time requirements are not as strict as those of routing protocols used for
packet forwarding.
In the architecture presented in [Cal2007], nodes are anonymous and are addressed through
their incoming channels. Furthermore, there exists a service in the network that maps endchannels to a border channel of the targeted endpoint's domain (i.e. its realm). Routing is then
performed with a forwarding directive containing a loose-source path of channel identifiers that
is filled recursively any time it is needed (when a packet travels through a domain whose
topology is hidden from the source).
In [Cro2003], specific addresses are bound to different addresses in the different contexts.
With this mechanism, devices (e.g. sensors) can reach the Internet without implementing an
IP stack by binding an address in their local context to a gateway node. The main message of
this work is that our architecture has to be prepared for largely heterogeneous networks.
The current Internet communication model enables all Internet connected hosts to send
packets to all public IP addresses. This reachability is a significant enabling mechanism for
attacks against Internet hosts. In [Han2004], Handley and Greenhalgh present seven steps
towards an Internet architecture that is resistant against denial-of-service (DoS) attacks. The
first two steps call for separation of client and server addresses and removal of globally
reachable client addresses altogether. They also suggest domain-level routing for clients, but
with paths encoded into the packets themselves as the client request for the server traverses
the inter-domain links. We’ll return to this topic in the next section.
3.2.3

Routing

The current inter-domain routing protocol of the Internet (i.e. BGP [Lou1989]) is facing
increasing scaling problems. The main reason for this is the robustness-minded design, where
each inter-domain router in the global network needs to know how to forward IP packets to all
PSIRP
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valid destinations. This requires internet-wide route updates whenever something changes for
a globally visible prefix. The number of globally visible prefixes is increasing for reasons such
as provider independent addressing, site multi-homing, protection against prefix hijacking etc.
3.2.3.1 Domain-level Routing
One way to address the BGP scaling issues is to route at the domain level as discussed
earlier in the context of [And2007]. Many recent research proposals push this concept further
by also proposing the removal of path selection from the packet forwarding-level routing
function [Gri2001] [Yan2007]. Explicit domain-level path construction also fits well with namebased routing, as outlined by the Translating Relaying Internet Architecture integrating Active
Directories (TRIAD) project [Gri2001] and DONA [Kop2007]. Here, the server IP addresses
also become redundant if the domain-level path is extended with intra-domain addresses for
the server (as well as for the client). A part of the TRIAD project known as the Wide Area
Relay Protocol (WRAP) [Gri2001] provides an encapsulation protocol by which explicit pathbased forwarding can be performed on top of the current Internet. The WRAP header contains
the (loose) source route. Domain-level source routing is achieved when the WRAP gateways
are placed in domain border gateways. The New Inter-domain Routing Architecture (NIRA)
[Yan2007] encodes the domain-level path to source and destination IPv6 addresses.
[Lak2006] proposes providing the path selection function as a separate routing service. Other
proposals [Key2006] allow the path selection to be optimized by the sending host based upon
congestion information. This can allow the spread of traffic load over the network and
improves resilience. NIRA [Yan2007] proposes running a separate path discovery protocol for
the up-graph, using a Name-to-Route Lookup Service (NRLS) for the downhill (destination)
route, and allowing the endpoints to further negotiate end-to-end path selection. Some
aspects of these functionalities are already needed by multi-path capable transport protocols,
such as the Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [Ste2000]. Furthermore, [Fea2004]
proposes removing the routing function from routers altogether to allow for better domain-level
control of routing policies and allow a more direct domain-level mechanism for inter-domain
routing.
Another interesting feature of ROFL [Cae2006] is that it uses domain-level source routes as
the means to route packets between endpoints. The first packet of a communication session
takes the penalty of hierarchical Distributed Hash Table (DHT) routing, but after that the
endpoints have the option to perform NIRA-like [Yan2007] end-to-end domain-level path
control that enables to reduce the stretch for the remaining packets to 1.
3.2.3.2 Compact Routing
Current BGP routing has weak scaling properties when it has to follow the current growth of
the global network. Both the routing table sizes and the communication cost are increasing
exponentially [Kri2007]. Theoretically, routing on AS numbers instead of prefixes doesn’t seem
to solve the problem, as it offers only a constant reduction and cannot modify the scaling
behaviour. Compact routing aims to decrease the size of the routing tables, while it allows
non-shortest paths to be used. It has been proved that traditional link-state and distancevector algorithms (that find the shortest path) have routing tables with the size of O[n*log(n)]
[Gav1996]. Besides routing table sizes, an important factor describing routing algorithms is the
stretch they produce (i.e. the worst-case ratio of the path they compute vs. the corresponding
shortest path). This means that traditional distance vector and link state algorithms are
stretch-1 algorithms.
By definition, a routing scheme is compact if it produces logarithmic address and header
sizes, sub-linear routing table sizes and a (multiplicative) stretch bounded by a constant. If the
scheme works correctly only on some specific graph classes, it is a specialized scheme. If the
scheme works correctly and satisfies the scaling bounds on all graphs, it is called a universal
scheme.
PSIRP
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It is easy to achieve stretch-1 routing in grids, where each node is named with its (x,y)
coordinate and the message is always forwarded to the neighbour closest to the destination.
Here the routing table size scales logarithmically as it depends only on the number of bits
needed to write down the name of the nodes. Also, there is a simple compact routing
algorithm for binary trees that produces stretch-1. In this case the nodes are named according
to their positions in the depth-first-search. Moreover, in [Tho2001] a stretch-1 compact routing
scheme is presented for arbitrary trees.
Another important classification of the compact routing schemes is distinguishing namedependent and name-independent schemes. Name-dependent schemes exclude the use of
arbitrary addresses, as the name (or label) of the nodes contain some topological information.
The simple algorithms introduced above for trees and grids are both name-dependent
schemes. On the contrary, name-independent schemes can operate on flat labels, which
seems desirable for the future Internet.
Two compact routing schemes that have minimal stretches are the Cowen scheme [Cow1999]
and the Thorup-Zwick (TZ) scheme [Tho2001]. They are both non-hierarchical stretch-3
algorithms and the TZ scheme is the improvement of the Cowen scheme. In these namedependent compact routing schemes, a landmark set is defined (the choice of the landmark
set is different for the different schemes). In the Cowen scheme the set is based on
dominating set construction, while the Thorup-Zwick scheme use a randomized technique,
and the size of the landmark set is also different. The other parts of the algorithms are
basically the same operations. Besides the landmark set, there is another important set of
nodes in the schemes. By definition, for every node v, the cluster is the set of the nodes that
are closer to v than their closest landmark node. Then each node in the network gets a new
label (name/identifier) that consists of three parts for each node v. The first part is the original
identifier v; the second part is identifier of the landmark node that is the closest from v: L(v);
while the third part of the label is the identifier of the interface at L(v) that lies on the shortest
path from L(v) to v. The routing table at node n will contain entries for the shortest paths to all
landmark nodes and the nodes in its cluster. The forwarding of the messages is based on the
information the label tells in the header and on the routing tables in the nodes. The TZ namedependent scheme thus has a routing table size of:

1

1

O[n 2 (log n) 2 ]
while the Cowen-scheme has a routing table size of:

2

4

O[n 3 (log n) 3 ]
which is eventually determined by the size of the landmark set.
Name-independent compact routing schemes assume that the nodes are named arbitrarily.
Arias et. al. [Ari2003] present a name-independent compact routing scheme with:

1

1

O[n 2 (log n) 2 ]
routing table size and a stretch of 5. However, earlier it was proven that the minimal stretch for
compact routing schemes is 3 [Gav2001]. The authors in [Abr2005] improved the results of
Arias et. al and presented the first optimal name-independent compact routing scheme. The
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algorithm assigns a colour to each node by a special hash function. A special colour is
designated to be a landmark colour. A node has an entry in its routing table for all neighbours,
for all landmark nodes and for all the nodes having the same colour. If a packet arrives which
is not in the routing table then it will be forwarded to the closest neighbour with the same
colour (it is ensured that every node’s neighbourhood contains one node with each colour).
A relevant work [Kri2004] focuses on the characteristics of the TZ-scheme in Internet-like
graphs. They provide both analytical and simulation results and find that the average
(multiplicative) stretch is around 1.1, while the memory needed is much less than the
theoretical upper bound (~50 routing table entries in a cc. 10000 node AS-topology, while the
worst-case is around 2200). The “BC” scheme [Bra2006] is an algorithm utilizing some
shortest path trees in the network. The authors experimentally demonstrated that their
algorithm has only a small additive stretch on power-law random graphs. A hybrid scheme
[Bra2006] that runs the TZ and BC scheme parallel outperforms both algorithms in Internetlike graphs in terms of average routing stretch. Additionally, in [Kri2007] simulation results
showed that all three algorithms produce lower average routing stretch values than the nameindependent scheme in [Abr2005]. All the abovementioned algorithms require that all nodes
have a complete view on the topology at any time in the network. If the topology is changing,
update messages are needed to refresh the view of the nodes. Communication cost is defined
as the number of update messages needed after a change in the topology. In [Kri2007] the
authors showed that the routing schemes on scale-free graphs cannot scale slower than
linearly regarding the communication cost, moreover, Internet-like graphs has higher lower
bounds than general graphs in terms of the communication cost, although it is still better than
the exponential cost.
Compact routing is an area that is worth considering and evaluating if we aim to create a
scalable architecture during the project. However, it is not clear how policy relations can be
considered in compact routing schemes, and how the full view on topology could be avoided.
3.2.3.3 Overlay Routing
This short review of overlay routing focuses on the solutions that can be exploited in PSIRP.
DHT techniques can be utilized in several parts of the PSIRP architecture. For example,
rendezvous can be implemented either in a hierarchical or non-hierarchical manner. If the
latter option is chosen, DHTs, with some modifications, are good candidates to distribute the
rendezvous functionality among rendezvous nodes. Event routing, which is done on a contentbased overlay network, forms the basis of the content-based publish/subscribe mechanisms.
Their relevance to PSIRP is clear as they offer the ability to the receivers to signal what they
want to receive; however they rely on the underlying IP layer.
In overlay routing, a logical topology is formed over the underlying network. A link between
two overlay nodes may take several physical hops in the underlying network. Overlay
networks usually offer more functionality than just routing (e.g. lookup service, applicationlevel multicast etc.).
DHTs are good examples of overlay routing. They provide a lookup and resource location
service and are used e.g. in P2P systems. Some relevant DHT-based solutions are the
Content Addressable Network (CAN) [Rat2001a], Chord [Sto2001], Pastry [Row2001] and
Tapestry [Zha2001]. They are all structured DHTs, meaning that the nodes form a strict logical
topology.
CAN is based on a d-dimensional Cartesian-space and each node has a coordinate zone that
it is responsible for. Each node knows its neighbours in the logical topology (by storing their IP
addresses and their coordinates). Packets (lookup messages) sent to a coordinate are
delivered to the node that is responsible for the coordinate’s zone. Each node forwards the
packet to the neighbour that is the closest to the destination (it can determine the closest by
checking the coordinates). One example is shown on Figure 3.1 when a message is routed
from Node A to Node B. Application-level multicast can also be implemented utilizing CAN
PSIRP
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[Rat2001b], which has the attractive feature that only the participating nodes store groupspecific states, which is achieved by forming mini-CANs for each multicast group. This feature
can be exploited also in PSIRP: if state-explosion is foreseen in some network elements (core
routers) it is worth considering distributing states among the participating entities (subscribers
in our architecture).

Figure 3.1 – The nodes and their zones; a route from A to B is shown
In Chord, the participating nodes have unique identifiers and form a one-dimensional ring. In
the basic solution, each node maintains a pointer to its successor and predecessor node
(determined by their ids), but as an optimization they maintain additional pointers (fingers) to
other nodes in the network. A Chord ring and pointers of one node are presented in Figure
3.2. A message is forwarded in a greedy fashion: the node holding the message forwards it to
the node in its finger table with the highest id value not greater than the id of the destination
node.

Figure 3.2 – A Chord ring and the pointers of the node with ID = 2
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Pastry and Tapestry are tree-based solutions. Again, the nodes have unique identifiers, and at
each step the message is routed to a node whose identifier corresponds to the destination
identifier in one more digit (Pastry starts from the prefix, while Tapestry from the suffix). One
example overlay route in a Pastry system from node 3254 to 7326 (assuming hexadecimal
digits) is shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3 – A route from 3254 to 7326 in the Pastry DHT

3.2.3.4 Content-based Publish/Subscribe Routing
Content-based publish/subscribe routing is an important piece of prior work for PSIRP and a
major contribution to the publish/subscribe research.
In content-based publish/subscribe hosts subscribe to content by specifying filters on the
events. In content-based and data-centric routing, the data of messages defines their ultimate
destination. Information subscribers use an interest registration facility provided by the
network to set up and tear down data delivery paths. In this area, pub/sub has been proposed
as a replacement for TCP/IP [Bri2004], but the idea has been only presented in a rudimentary
level and, to our knowledge, has never been realised. Such a paradigm shift changes the
economic model of the network considerably, from sender oriented communications to
receiver oriented.
As an example, an event can be at a stocking system the announcement of a price of a stock:
Price = 800. A subscription can be a filter on the price, e.g. 200 < Price < 1000, i.e. the user is
interested in the stocks that are cheaper than $1000 but not cheaper than $200. The two
different approaches to content-based event routing are filter-based solutions and multicastbased solutions.
In filter-based event routing, the pub/sub servers are organized into an acyclic tree topology.
When a client subscribes, its subscription is flooded along the tree topology, so each server
can build a routing table that contains the directions for each subscription received. When an
event is received, a matching action is performed in the routing table, then it is forwarded hopby-hop to the clients interested. For example this approach is used in Siena [Car1998].
In multicast-based event routing the event space is partitioned into a number of multicast
groups, and a multicast tree is built for every group that spans all the servers interested in
(having subscriptions to) any event in the group. When an event is published, it is mapped to
a group, and forwarded along the specific multicast tree. This approach can be utilized in
PSIRP as well without underlying IP, when we assume that the operator maintains some
forwarding trees in the network domain and the rendezvous functionality match the
PSIRP
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publications into the best tree covering the subscribers and has minimal number of
uninterested routers.
Kyra [Cao2004] is an approach that combines the latter two approaches. A two-level hierarchy
is built: the pub/sub servers are partitioned into cliques based on network-proximity. Here all
nodes know each other. On the higher level, routing trees (minimum spanning trees) for
different partition of events are built to connect the different cliques. In a clique, each server is
assigned to a partition of a content space and is designated to be the proxy server for that set
of subscriptions. When a server gets a subscription, it forwards it to the appropriate server in
its clique. The servers will be part of those trees whose zones are overlapped with the server’s
zone. When an event is received, it is forwarded along the appropriate routing tree and finally
it will be the proxy server’s responsibility to forward it to the appropriate servers in the local
clique.
The Siena system can be considered to be a classic example of a distributed content-based
routing system that was implemented in the application layer [Car2001]. Siena is envisaged to
integrate at the network service level, coexisting, for example, with TCP/IP instead of working
above the network level. This would eliminate an extra protocol layer, and provide greater
efficiency in routing and forwarding.
A number of overlay-based routing algorithms and router configurations have been proposed
for distributed pub/sub. An application-layer overlay network is implemented on top of the
network layer, and typically overlays provide useful features such as fast deployment time,
resilience, and fault tolerance. An overlay routing algorithm leverages underlying packetrouting facilities and provides additional services on the higher level, such as searching,
storage, and synchronization services.
Overlay networks allow the introduction of more complex networking functionality on top of the
basic IP routing functionality. For example, filter-based routing [Cao2004], onion routing
[Din2004], DHTs, and trigger-based forwarding [Sto2002] are examples of new kinds of
communication paradigms.
Good overlay routing configuration follows the network level placement of routers. Many DHTs
work by hashing data to routers, or brokers, and using a variant of prefix routing to find the
proper data broker for a given data item. The i3 [Sto2002] is a DHT-based overlay network
that aims to provide a more flexible communication model than the current IP addressing The
Delegation-Oriented Architecture (DOA) was proposed to circumvent the harmful side-effects
of middle-boxes [Wal2004]. Recent proposals, such as DONA [Kop2007], aim to introduce
data-centric operations to the networking architecture. DONA inserts a data-handling shim
layer right above the network layer and resolves names by directly routing to data.
Math Early with DYnamic Multicast (MEDYM) partitions the event space into non-overlapping
partitions with balanced load. In this architecture, each server acts as a matcher for one or
more partitions [Cao2005]. A channelization technique is presented in [Ria2002] that partitions
the event space into a number of multicast groups. A multicast tree is built for each group that
spans servers with subscriptions for any event in that group.
Hermes and Scribe are examples of pub/sub systems implemented on top of an overlay
network and are based on the rendezvous point routing model [Tar2006a]. The Hermes
routing model is based on advertisement semantics and an overlay topology with rendezvous
points. Typical fixed-network pub/sub routing algorithms are deterministic in nature. Basic
routing algorithms do not cope with topology changes, and dynamic connections have been
investigated only recently.
In the currently deployed systems, under the pub/sub and/or overlay routing substrates there
lies always a “classic”, IP-based routing and forwarding mechanism, which has been relatively
stable since the introduction of Classless Intern-Domain Routing (CIDR) [Ful1993] in 1993.
More recently, this system has started to show indications of severe stress [Wit2001]
[Cha2002] [Mey2007], leading to a resurge of research on the area. For example, the
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Cooperative Associated for Internet Data Analysis (CAIDA)’s NeTS-NR project [CAI2008]
aims towards construction of practically acceptable next generation routing protocols based
on mathematically rigorous routing algorithms, based on recent results in the area of compact
routing [Kri2004]. For PSIRP, however, the areas of multicast routing [Dee1991] [Pau2002]
and Byzantine routing [Per1998] may turn out to be even more important. There remains the
challenge of combining the recent results [Avr2004] [Awe2005] [Gui2005] into a whole that
serves the PSIRP purposes of providing a secure and scalable pub/sub substrate.
3.2.4

Multicast

Multicasting is a data delivery method whereby data is delivered to a group of receivers. While
the same effect can be achieved by multiple unicasts, multicast differs from unicast in two
ways: first, the receivers are referred to via a common identifier, thus decoupling the sender
from the receivers and, second, receivers along the same route from the sender can be
served by a single data transmission, thus conserving network resources.
In general, multicast is implemented by combining local and global mechanisms. The local
mechanisms operate within a single local area network which may provide native support for
multicast (e.g. shared Ethernet) while the global mechanisms operate in the wide area,
between local area networks. Since wide area networks do not provide native multicast
support, multicast is implemented by constructing distribution trees from a root node towards
all receivers.
The construction of an optimal multicast tree with respect to any single link metric is equivalent
to the Steiner tree problem, which is known to be NP complete [Hak1971]. The Steiner tree
problem is similar to the Minimum Spanning Tree problem, but instead of reaching all nodes,
the Steiner tree only reaches a specific group of nodes. Practical multicast trees are therefore
normally constructed by combining the unicast shortest paths, provided by an underlying
unicast routing protocol, between a root node and all receivers. It should be noted that such
trees can only minimize pair-wise metrics such as the delay to each receiver, not global
metrics such as the cost to reach all receivers.
Practical multicast trees can be classified into two categories, source-based trees and shared
trees. A source-based tree is rooted at the router serving the source. Therefore, when sourcebased trees are used, the source injects multicast traffic directly into the tree. With this
approach a separate tree needs to be constructed for each source. Each one of these trees
will be optimal (with respect to whatever metric we are interested in), but it will require its own
forwarding state in each router.
A shared multicast tree on the other hand is rooted at a prearranged node, called the Core or
Rendezvous Point (RP) of the tree. Therefore, when shared trees are used, each source first
sends its data to the RP, essentially in unicast mode, which then forwards it in multicast mode
to all receivers. Shared trees are only optimal from the viewpoint of the RP and may be quite
suboptimal with respect to the sources, but they only require a single piece of forwarding state
in each router.
3.2.4.1 IP Multicast
The classical IP multicast model identifies each multicast group by a class D IP address.
Receivers join this address in order to receive data sent by anyone to the group [Che1985].
This model is sometimes referred to as Any Source Multicast (ASM), in contrast to the Source
Specific Multicast (SSM) where groups are identified both by a source and a group address,
thus allowing only the indicated source to transmit to the group [Hol2006]. It should be noted
that the Multimedia Broadcast / Multicast Service (MBMS) standardized for third generation
cellular networks also implicitly adopts the SSM model, since only a designated network node
can transmit data to each group [Xyl2008].
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The original multicast routing protocol of the Internet was the Distance Vector Multicast
Routing Protocol (DVMRP). In the original version of DVMRP, each router receiving a
multicast datagram would forward it to all routers except the one it arrived through, but only if it
arrived via the shortest path to the sender, essentially using a source specific tree composed
of the shortest paths from all routers to the sender (i.e. the reverse shortest paths) calculated
via a distance vector protocol. The latest version of DVMRP allows routers to be pruned of
these trees if they are not serving any group members [Wai1998]. Another proposal based on
source specific trees is the Multicast Open Shortest Path First (MOSPF) protocol [Moy1994],
where a link state protocol is used to calculate the shortest path tree from each source router
towards all routers serving group members. The original proposal for using shared trees was
the Core Based Trees (CBT) protocol [Bal1993], where a Core is arbitrarily chosen as the root
of the distribution tree and routers serving group members construct the tree by sending join
messages towards the core. Essentially this is again a reverse shortest path tree as in
DVMRP, but rooted at the Core rather than each individual sender.
All of these approaches are unified under the umbrella of Protocol Independent Multicast
(PIM), which supports two modes, the Sparse Mode (PIM-SM) [Fen2006] and the Dense
Mode (PIM-DM) [Ada2005]. There also exists a less widely used PIM Bi-directional multicast
protocol. PIM-SM assumes that the receivers of multicast traffic are sparsely distributed
throughout the network, hence most local area networks will not want to receive multicast
packets. By default, PIM-SM uses shared multicast distribution trees which are rooted at RPs.
The actual traffic is encapsulated into PIM control messages and sent by unicast to the
nearest RP by a Designated Router (DR), located in the source's local network. The RP then
forwards the traffic to the receivers via the shared tree. PIM-SM allows receivers to switch
their trees to shortest path trees upon request. PIM-DM, on the other hand, assumes that
most local networks will want to receive multicast traffic, therefore it uses only source based
trees, obviating the need for RPs; essentially PIM-DM is the same as DVMRP but without any
reliance to the underlying unicast routing protocol.
Within a local area network, the Internet Group Management (IGMP) protocol is used by the
receivers to indicate to their router their interest in a specific group; the latest version of IGMP
allows receivers to indicate their interest in specific (source, group) pairs so as to also support
source specific multicast [Cai2002]. Based on this information, the local router will receive
multicast packets via an appropriate multicast protocol and forward them to the local network
in a network specific manner, either as native link layer multicast (Ethernet, WLAN, and other
broadcast based networks) or as individual unicast packets (non-broadcast networks). It
should be noted that in switched (wired) Ethernet, multicast is essentially equivalent to
broadcast, since switches are generally unaware of group membership.
3.2.4.2 Multicast Challenges and Issues
While multicasting is considered valuable, it is not universally supported over the Internet.
Many explanations for this are proposed by [Dio2000] and [Qui2001], including security and
scalability issues. Although the traditional security issues raised by unicast, such as data
confidentiality and integrity, are also valid for multicast, they are harder to address in the
multicast context. For example, secure group communication can be provided by using
independent end-to-end secure unicast channels between all pairs of participants, albeit by
negating the link sharing advantages of multicast. In the host-group model adopted by the
Internet, group membership is unknown to the sender; therefore, it is impossible to setup
security associations between the sender and the receivers without tracking additional
information.
Another security issue is raised by the fact the Any Source Multicast model is problematic for
many media distribution applications. The Source Specific Multicast model prevents
unauthorized senders from sending data to the group, and it may also be used to allow the
sender to control group membership, albeit by partially sacrificing the decoupling between the
sender and group members.
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Regarding scalability, one problem with many multicast protocols is the use of broadcast
(flooding) during the construction of the multicast tree to determine which routers should be
part of the tree; DVMRP and PIM-DM belong in this category, as they initially flood the
network, requiring uninterested routers to explicitly prune themselves off the multicast
distribution tree. CBT and PIM-SM only construct trees towards routers that have explicitly
stated their interest, therefore they are more sensible approaches for the wide area.
Another scalability issue relates to the amount of forwarding state required at each multicast
router. Even if a shared tree is used for delivery, separate entries are needed at each router
on the distribution tree for every multicast group. If shortest path trees are used, the number of
forwarding entries must be multiplied by the number of senders to the group. In unicast
routing, this problem is solved by aggregating the forwarding state based on the fact that
networks with similar unicast IP addresses are usually geographically close. Unfortunately,
multicast groups may have members everywhere on the Internet, therefore aggregation is not
generally possible. Various other aggregation methods have been proposed, as described in
[Zha2003].
Finally, an important scalability problem with multicast in general is providing feedback to the
sender from a potentially huge number of receivers. Such feedback may be required in order
to provide error, flow and congestion control. The problem is that each receiver may provide
completely different feedback to the sender, thus making feedback aggregation hard or even
impossible. For example, some receivers may be experiencing severe congestion, while
others may experience perfect conditions. As there is no evident solution to this problem,
several approaches exist emphasizing different goals (see [Pas1998] for a summary).
Therefore, they are often left for the transport layer so as to allow each application to select an
appropriate set of tools.
3.2.4.3 Recent Trends in Multicast
Since support for IP multicast on the Internet remains sketchy, many researches have
proposed alternative methods of supporting multicast that are either more scalable or easier to
deploy than the approaches mentioned above. We can split these approaches in three rough
categories: a) those relying on router support for multicast, b) those relying exclusively on endhost support for multicast, and c) those relying on overlay (i.e. DHT) support.
Router-based Approaches
A service-centric multicast architecture is discussed in [Yan2008], its main idea is to construct
and maintain the multicast tree in a more centralized manner compared to most other
methods. Such an approach significantly reduces bandwidth consumption, since it avoids
using broadcast traffic during the construction of a multicast tree. This approach uses
separate master routers (m-routers), which have the information about the global network
topology and are responsible for managing the whole domain (i.e., an ISP could use a mrouter to manage its whole network). The m-router builds a shared multicast tree for the
domain which is rooted at the m-router itself. It is assumed that all other routers in the domain
know the IP address of the local m-router. Simulation results show that such an approach
achieves the better performance and the lower overhead compared to existing multicast
solutions.
The Data-In-Network loop (DINloop) is a multicast scheme utilizing Multiprotocol Label
Switching (MPLS) proposed in [Guo2005]. It aims to improve the inter-domain scalability of
multicast by forming a DINloop using special DIN Nodes which reside in the core network.
This loop utilizes MPLS and inter-domain multicast traffic is forwarded along it. The advantage
of this approach is that there is no need to construct a separate multicast tree for each
multicast session since multiple sessions can share a single DINloop. This approach uses two
labels to route packets within DINloop. The top label is the same for all multicast traffic while
the bottom label corresponds to the destination address and it differentiates multicast
messages. Each DIN Node knows all the receivers of the multicast traffic in its domain and
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when the DIN Node receives a multicast packet, it examines the lower label to determine if its
domain contains receivers of that multicast packet. If it does, then DIN Node copies the packet
and sends it in its domain. In all cases the DIN Node also forwards the packet along the
DINloop. The scalability of DINloop is significantly improved compared to traditional
approaches, since the size of the routing tables in core routers does not grow linearly as the
number of multicast groups increases. The downside is the additional delay introduced by
DINloop. The average latency of multicast traffic is about twice as high compared to traditional
tree-based multicast approaches. A different take on the idea of using the same tree for
multiple groups appears in the Bi-directional Aggregate Multicast (BEAM) protocol [Cui2003]
where one of many pre-existing trees is selected for use by each multicast group depending,
so as to economize on multicast routing state.
Free Riding Multicast (FRM) [Rat2006] is an inter-domain multicast approach which separates
multicast membership discovery from route discovery. Its aim is to use existing unicast links
for inter-domain multicast traffic. FRM uses an extended version of BGP for multicast group
membership advertisement while forwarding of multicast traffic is done as follows. As the
packet arrives to the border router of the source domain, the router constructs an AS-level
multicast tree based on group membership information. The packet is sent to neighbouring
domains together with the constructed multicast tree. Therefore, the border routers in other
domains can forward the packet simply based on the attached tree information; they do not
need to perform multicast tree construction again. Since FRM is designed only for interdomain multicast, a multicast protocol must be used together with FRM to handle intra-domain
multicast. This does not affect scalability since traditional multicast protocols scale well within
a single domain. As an advantage, FRM offers good inter-domain multicast scalability since it
does not require distributed construction of multicast trees over the whole network. FRM is
also a relatively simple protocol compared to other approaches because it does not use
rendezvous points. However, FRM requires that border routers have more computational
resources such as memory and processing power.
Host-based Approaches
There are numerous approaches to multicast relying exclusively on functionality at the end
hosts participating in a multicast group. In all approaches the end hosts essentially form a
multicast routing overlay based on underlying unicast routing functionality and then use this
overlay in order to distribute multicast traffic. A simple example is Narada [Chu2002], where
each newcomer to a multicast group initially gets a list of other group members via an out-ofband mechanism. The new member then randomly creates mesh (overlay) links to some of
these members. Periodically the mesh is adjusted by adding and dropping links so as to
improve the overlay paths and heal any partitions. Group members run a distance vector
algorithm over the mesh in order to calculate a shortest path multicast tree to all other group
members. While Narada requires no support from the network, the multicast trees that it
constructs can be quite suboptimal and each group member must be aware of all other
members.
A more complex example is the NICE system [Ban2002] where the group members are
organized in a hierarchy, consisting solely of end hosts. Unlike Narada, in NICE each end host
only needs to maintain full state about its neighbours in the hierarchy, with limited state about
other group members, thus allowing the scheme to operate with much larger multicast groups.
A different approach to reducing state management requirements is the Application Level
Multicast Infrastructure (ALMI) [Pen2001] where one of the end hosts (or a separate server) is
responsible for the entire group, handling group management and recalculating the multicast
distribution tree, thus allowing the other end hosts to only maintain state regarding their
neighbours in the topology. Obviously, in ALMI the responsible host is a centralized
component limiting the scheme's scalability. With both NICE and ALMI, the trees can be as
suboptimal as in Narada.
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A solution residing somewhere between the router and end host based approaches is Small
Group Multicast (SGM) [Boi2000], where each end host participating in a group is aware of all
other group members. In SGM each multicast message incorporates the addresses of all
group members, thus allowing intermediate SGM enabled routers to replicate each message
on the way to the receivers: each router determines the next hop on the shortest path to each
receiver and then forwards over each outgoing link a copy of the packet that only lists the
receivers for whom the shortest path begins with that outgoing link. The advantage of SGM is
that the distribution tree is optimal with respect to the unicast routing metric; however, each
group member needs to continuously track all other group members, thus limiting the
schemes scalability.
Overlay (DHT )-based Approaches
One of the main problem with other host based multicast solutions is that each group member
needs to maintain state about many, if not all, of the other group members, in order to
construct and maintain the multicast distribution trees. Distributed hash tables can be used to
distribute this state among the participants. The multicast group identifier is mapped to a
specific DHT-node, which is then used as the rendezvous node for the group.
There are two approaches in which a DHT can be used for multicast distribution. The first,
exemplified by Scribe [Cas2002b] and Hermes [Pie2002], is to share the same DHT for all
groups, but create a separate multicast distribution tree within the single DHT for each group.
In this approach, group members send a join message towards the rendezvous node using
the DHT; as these messages are propagated towards the rendezvous node, reverse path
forwarding state is created in the intermediate DHT nodes, essentially forming a shared tree
over the DHT rooted at the RP. It is notable that the propagation of the join messages can be
stopped when a node having state for the group is reached, i.e. the rendezvous node need
not see all the join messages. Senders can then forward their multicast traffic towards the
rendezvous node, again using the DHT, so that it may then be forwarded to all group
members. The second approach, exemplified by CAN-multicast [Rat2001b], is to create a
separate overlay per group. In this approach, group members first identify the RP via a global
DHT and then create a separate mini DHT consisting only of group members. Messages to
the group are then flooded over the mini DHT.
While both these approaches require additional state per group, in the overlay per group
approach only group members participate in the routing process; this however means that the
tree per group approach may provide better routing performance by also exploiting non group
members. It should be noted that while the tree per group approach was originally proposed
for the Pastry DHT and the overlay per group approach was originally proposed for the CAN
DHT, they are actually independent of the DHT in use. A comparison of the two approaches in
terms of performance is provided in [Cas2003]; from this study it seems that the tree per group
approach is preferable and that it is better to construct these trees via Pastry rather than via
CAN.
The advantage of the DHT-based multicast is that the routing overlay is created and
maintained by a separate mechanism that may also serve other needs; however, the routing
paths used may be quite suboptimal since DHTs operate in a virtual network topology that
may be quite different than the underlying network topology. These schemes are however of
potentially great relevance to PSIRP due to their reliance on identifier based routing, which is
one of the main premises of PSIRP.

3.3

Mechanisms

Here we delve into certain “operational tactics” whose importance is often underrated in the
state of the current Internet. These features will play a key role within PSIRP, and their
interplay is fundamental for the data-centric design of the PSIRP system.
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Compensation

Fundamentally, the purpose of compensation is to facilitate efficient resource use through
providing the resource "owner" some assurance that they will eventually benefit from
consumption of "their" resources. That is, if Alice has invested in some resources (such as
network capacity or caching space) and Bob would benefit from being able to use those
resources, without any kind of compensation Alice would not have any incentive for allowing
Bob to use those resources. With some sort of compensation, Alice is led to believe that she
will gain, eventually and somehow, from Bob's consumption of those resources, thereby
creating an incentive for her to allow the consumption. Bob being able to use those
resources, in turn, leads potentially both to increased efficiency and increased wealth.
Given this definition, there are a number of very different forms of compensation, including the
following:
•

Authorisation: For example, a company having invested in resources may find it
sufficient to believe that its employees will consume those resources in order to benefit
the company. This belief may be sufficient ground to take a simple authorisation
decision, based on whether the user is an employee or not, to function as a means of
compensation.

•

Community membership: Based on strong human reciprocity [Gin2000] [Feh2002], it
may be sufficient that the resource provider believes the resource user to be a member
of a certain (loose) community.

•

Resource exchange or barter: In some cases, the resource user may have at their
disposal some other resource that the resource provider can use immediately, thereby
leading to compensation by barter exchange.

•

Sacrifice or evidence of deliberate waste of users' resources: In the so called puzzlebased mechanisms, the resource owner gains assurance that the forthcoming
resource user has sacrificed or deliberately wasted some of their own resources, in
order to show their "honesty.” While these systems do not compensate in the strict
sense of the word, for the consumption of the resources, they partially serve a similar
kind of function in certain settings; see below.

•

Payment or promise of future reimbursement: These systems include the traditional
formal currency-based systems (i.e. traditional money) as well as systems based on
community currencies, e.g. [Tur2004].

Structurally and architecturally, the available compensation systems are limited by the relative
values or costs of the resource in question and the components of the transaction. When the
relative value of the resource is high compared to the transaction costs, we can more-or-less
rely on our informal understanding of exchange and base the compensation, primarily, on
authorisation or payment. However, whenever the value of the resource and the transaction
costs are of the same level, and especially in the case where the transaction costs may be
higher than the value of the resource itself, more careful analysis is needed, especially if the
system allows one to gain by harvesting lots of low-value resources.
For the purpose of such an analysis, we have to make a distinction between at least the
following types of transaction-related costs:
•

The immediate technical costs related to creating the desired level of assurance,
including storage, computation, and communication.

•

The informational search costs related to the process of gaining assurance, including
searching for credentials, etc.

•

The collateral costs associated with the consumption of the resource (such as
communication costs related to utilising remote storage).
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This is in stark contrast to the traditional Transaction Cost Economics (TCE), where the
transaction costs are considered to consist of the following components:
•

Researching potential suppliers

•

Collecting information on prices

•

Negotiating contracts

•

Monitoring the supplier’s output

•

Legal costs incurred should the supplier breach contractual negotiations

From another point of view, the list can be contrasted with the micropayment transaction cost
analysis by Papaefstathiou and Manifavas [Pap2004], where they make a distinction between
fixed technical costs, storage costs, computational costs, communication costs, administrative
costs, cost of non-availability, and publishing costs. From our point of view, this list is
particularly problematic since usually the resources that we deal with include just these, e.g.
storage, computation etc,, thereby creating circular dependencies.
Following Weber [Web1978], Biggard and Delbridge [Big2004] define the term exchange to
refer to a "voluntary agreement involving the offer of any sort of present, continuing, or future
utility in exchange for utilities of any sort offered in return" and that may involve money, goods,
or services.
Based on the structures of social relationships and the type of rationality (partially founded on
values), they divide the systems of exchange into four categories: price-based, associative,
moral, and communal systems.
•

Price System: In the categorisation, the classical neo-classist price-based exchange
systems depict settings where strangers compete primarily on price and quality (i.e.
"free" markets). In principle, actions are motivated by self-interest and unaffected by
social or moral considerations beyond the self-interested morality of "greed is good."

•

Associative System: The foundation of associative systems lies in alliances between
economic actors; such associations are defined as "voluntary arrangements involving
durable exchange, sharing, or co-development of new products and technologies".
These systems are based on the assumption that mutual support and reciprocity will
result in the best economic outcome for the parties. Like the price-based systems,
they are oriented toward instrumental rationality and profit maximisation.

•

Moral System: Moral systems are based on some belief in a substantive good or
value. Actors are rational but only insofar as their actions are oriented toward putting
in place a value or as their substantively rational actions are bound by a moral code.
Perhaps the most familiar example is the so called fair trade goods, where the
producer of the good is assured to get a "fair" share of the price instead of the lowest
possible one.

•

Communal System: In communal systems the exchange occurs between parties
characterised by social relations. The relationship influences the terms of exchange,
including whether or not the exchange takes place and the price set. Members of the
group are treated preferentially, while outsiders are less well treated or are rejected
entirely as exchange partners. The bases on which exchange takes place are often
dictated by the customary rules of participation and distribution established by the
group.

Finally, we note that this preliminary analysis does not cover the problems related to public or
common goods at all. The sole focus here has been on compensation related to using
privately held goods.
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Caching

[Pit 2008] studies the performance of caching by the nodes in a Delay Tolerant Network (DTN)
network. DTN can provide ad-hoc communication services within (sparse) mobile user
communities when end-to-end IP communication is not available. By definition, the nodes
cache the data for some time, as DTN operates as a store-carry-and-forward network. The
data that is being "carried" can also be used to serve requests from other nodes before its
lifetime has expired. This implicitly provides a caching functionality into nodes whose primary
goal is to perform forwarding
The next step from caching is to use the network as a distributed storage system. A user may
send data to the network and later fetch it with the same or a different device. In contrast to
the traditional Internet model, the data does not need to be sent to and fetched from a specific
server. The paper presents simulation results from different DTN routing algorithms and two
different mobility models. The performance gain from caching can be seen quite clearly.
These results encourage the study and implementation of caching functionality in PSIRP.
3.3.3

Security Mechanisms

There are a number of security mechanisms which are often used to enable certain properties
for protocols and architectures. Examples of such mechanisms include access control, hash
chains, hash trees, and computational puzzles.
3.3.3.1 Scope Security
Scopes in pub/sub architectures control the dissemination of messages within a certain range
of nodes with similar interests. Information scoping allows scopes to be hierarchically
organized to form larger more broad scopes. The basic idea is that application components
are arranged into groups that share a common scope without typically being aware of their
membership within these groups; notifications are never propagated outside the groups..
[Fie2004] proposes an extension to a large scale pub/sub system, known as Rebeca, to
support scopes. This extension uses routing tables of nodes that have been split into multiple
tables, one for each local scope. When a scope is created, a broker is responsible for its
announcements and creates an empty routing table for its scope. Whenever a node wishes to
join a scope, it issues a join message which is subsequently routed through routing brokers
until it reaches the first node that is member of the scope. This node sends a reply using the
same path, followed by its own join message. If the reply is affirmative, it contains
management information as well as information needed by all the involved brokers to setup
their routing tables. In this fashion, all of the involved brokers become part of the scope's
overlay. When a message is required to transit two scopes, these scopes must have at least
one common broker.
Access control is realised through attribute certificates (ACs) [Far2002]. They are used to
identify nodes as well as their privileges. Whenever a node is about to invoke an action, it
sends the appropriate message accompanied with its AC. The routing brokers examine the
message and the attached AC; if the source node has the privilege to issue that message, the
message will be forwarded. Moreover, a hierarchy of trust is employed to ensure infrastructure
security. When a node requests to join a scope, it has to send its trust certificates along with
the join request. If that node is directly connected with a node that is part of the scope, and
both share a common ancestor in the trust hierarchy, the join message is accepted. However,
there is always the case when messages of a given scope have to traverse the network via
untrusted nodes. For this purpose, secure tunnelling is used, provided that the intermediate
nodes are willing to participate and route the encrypted messages.
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3.3.3.2 Packet Layer Authentication
In broadcast communications it is always challenging to authenticate the source of a
transmission. Symmetric encryption cannot solve the problem, as each node owning the
shared key is able to inject bogus or malicious packets. Asymmetric solutions, such as digital
certificates and signing, provide a more efficient solution. However, digitally signing every sent
packet poses significant computational overhead since it mandates per-packet signature
verification. Moreover, malicious users might send bogus packets that contain fake signatures,
and cause a clogging DoS attack, as nodes commit extreme amounts of resources to verify
every signature that they receive.
[Per2002] presents the Timed Efficient Stream Loss-Tolerant Authentication (TESLA) protocol,
which can authenticate broadcast sources with low communication and computational
overhead. TESLA bases its operation on loose time synchronization between sender and
receiver, as well as through the use of one-way chains. A one-way chain is a cryptographic
primitive in which every element Sn in the chain can verify all the elements Sk where k > n.
The first element of the chain, for example, can verify all other elements, and is thus the last
element revealed to end-users.
At the initiation phase, the TESLA client and sender loosely synchronize their clocks. Then,
the sender splits the time into equal size intervals and assigns an element of the one-way
chain to each interval. For each time interval, the sender computes a message authentication
code (MAC) using the corresponding element of the one-way chain as a cryptographic key.
Finally, the sender broadcasts the packet and reveals the value of the one-way chain after a
known delay. The receivers must buffer packets until they receive the requisite values in the
one-way chain that can be used to validate them. Even if the receiver looses a disclosed key,
it can recover by using the keys that it will received afterwards. Moreover, receivers discard
any packet which contains a MAC that was computed with a key that was already revealed
since these packets may be forged. In this manner, a repeat attack is avoided.
3.3.3.3 Transparency and Information Accountability
It is generally recognised that social rules are supposed to more easily invoke compliance
than abuse. This is because the rules are generally known and social institutions tend to make
the results associated with compliance easier than the consequences of violation. If we adopt
this societal paradigm in the internetworking environment, such as with pub/sub networks,
then large-scale information systems might be regulated to be reliable, robust, secure, trusted,
misuse-free, and efficient.
In a step towards this radical proposal, Weitzner et al. [Wei2007] introduce transparency and
accountability as the attributes of information systems that might force compliance and
collaboration, rather that violation and misuse. These attributes can be supported by policy
awareness, defined as a property of information systems that provides all “participants with
accessible and understandable views of the policies associated with information resources,
provides machine-readable representations of policies in order to facilitate compliance with
stated rules, and enables accountability when rules are intentionally or accidentally broken”
[Wei2007]. A critical implementation question when making new internetworking paradigms
policy-aware is whether it would require significant re-engineering of existing protocols. The
work in [Wei2007] suggests the use of accountability appliances that are distributed
throughout the Internet and communicate using well-defined protocols. For the realization of
this innovative approach, policy languages, reasoning tools, and transaction logs are certainly
required.
3.3.4

Network Coding

In general, the problem of data transmission from source to destination can be seen as the
problem of communicating over an erasure channel between the sender and the receiver with
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unknown erasure probability. In order to improve channel capacity different coding techniques
are applied but none of them meet all requirements.
Traditional approaches suffer from possibly large numbers of transmissions in situations
where one of the receivers did not receive one of the packets. Especially in the case of
broadcast communications, most of the receivers will have already received majority of the
retransmitted packets. According to this, the aim of source and network coding is to reduce
unnecessary retransmissions as much as possible, improving overall reliability and capacity of
the network.
In the following we give first a short account on SoA in source coding, going from traditional
(rateful) forward error correction (FEC) codes to modern (rateless) codes, namely digital
fountain codes. We then move on to discuss network coding schemes in which relay nodes
participate into the coding process.
3.3.4.1 Reed-Solomon Codes [Ree1960] [Che1993] [Skl2001] [Wic1999]
One of the most significant traditional block codes with erasure correction is Reed-Solomon
code. The main property of Reed-Solomon code (N,K) with qm symbols in alphabet is that after
receiving any K symbols of N sent symbols, original message of K symbols can be decoded.
Generally, encoder takes K information symbols of m bits each and adds N-K parity symbols
to make N symbols codeword (see Figure 3.4). Thanks to this added redundancy receiver is
able to decode complete messages even if some of the symbols are lost.
N symbols

K symbols, original

N-K parity symbols

Figure 3.4 - Packet of N symbols, encoded using Reed-Solomon code
Reed-Solomon code has the largest possible code minimum distance among all linear codes
with the same encoding input and output block length. The code distance for Reed-Solomon
code is:
d = N-K+1
Generally, the code with distance d is capable to decode t or less error where t is given by:

 d − 1
 2 

t =

For

Reed-Solomon

code

t=
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This implies that decoder can correct up to t =

N −K
error symbols in received codeword. In
2

the most general case:
RS(N,K) = ( 2m-1, 2m-1-2t )
where m is a number of bits representing each symbol and t is symbol-error correcting
capability.
Considering a binary code RS(N,K), only 2K of possible 2N are code symbols. For non-binary
codes, redundancy is even larger, for instance if we examine the case where each symbol is
represented with 3 bits p = 3 then the number of code symbols will be 2p*K of possible 2p*N. The
number of symbols used for code words will be dramatically reduced in comparison with
number of symbols at disposal which implies that redundancy increases as well as code
distance.
For example, the most used Reed-Solomon code is RS(255,223), which means that it consists
of 255 code words of 8 bits, the number of parity symbols is 32, which implies that it can
correct up to 16 error symbols. Errors can occur at the single bit in the symbol, or at all 8 bits
of it. Both of mentioned situations will be considered as one error symbol. This means that
algorithm can correct up to m*(N-K)/2 error bits, or in this example 8*16 bits. It can decode a
symbol either the error was caused by one bit being corrupted or all bits in the symbol being
corrupted with the same success. This gives a Reed-Solomon code great burst-noise
decoding capability, making it especially appropriate for transmissions over wireless channels.
When position of an erroneously transmitted symbol is known it’s called an erase. ReedSolomon algorithm can decode up to (N-K) erases (twice as much as errors).
The decoder fails to correct error message when the number of errors exceeds (N-K)/2. When
this situation comes to pass decoder either recognizes the problem using built in filters or
decodes message wrong.
Main disadvantage of this approach is that it’s applicable just for small number of N, K and q.
As code redundancy increases with the length of symbols, its implementation complexity
grows, as well as bandwidth for real time applications based on RS codes. Standard encoding
and decoding have a cost of order K (N-K) log N packet operations. In addition to this,
estimation of erasure probability as well as code rate K/N has to be done before transmission,
which causes problems if the erasure probability is higher then expected and the receiver got
less than K symbols. Modifying code on the fly by reducing code rate would be the best
solution in this case, but it is not applicable in Reed-Solomon code. This was the starting point
in developing new codes which could support “on the fly” approach.
3.3.4.2 Fountain Codes [Mit2004]
In contrast to traditional transmission and coding techniques which chop the message to be
transmitted into parts, send each part of it separately, and wait for acknowledgement from
destination, fountain techniques send randomly all parts of the message which is slightly
extended beforehand by adding redundant data. Fountain codes are rateless since the
limitation in number of encoded packets generated from the source message does not exist,
and can be changed on the fly. Source can send as many encoded packets as is needed for
receiver to successfully recover data. This number just has to be slightly larger than K. We
now give an overview of some of the major subtypes of fountain codes.
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Random Linear Fountain Code [Mac2005]
Redundant packets for transmission (tk) are obtained as a XOR of original set of N source
packets (p1,p2…pN) and randomly generated set of N bits at each clock cycle k, Gkn:
N

t k = ∑ Gkn p n
n =1

If Gkn is considered as column of a matrix, at the receiver side, after receiving N transmitted
packets (t), a matrix G of dimension N*N will be obtained. Main assumption is that the receiver
knows matrix G. It is possible, for instance, for randomly generated set of bits to be used,
obtained using pseudorandom number generator with the seed which is stored in the header
of packets. Receiver which has the same generator, knowing the seed can produce the same
set of bits. Decoding is processed by simply inverting matrix G:

N

p k = ∑ Gkn−1t n
n =1

Decoding is not possible if the number of received packets is less than N or if the matrix G is
not invertible. Probability that G is invertible is very small for number of received packets
equalling N. It increases dramatically with transmitting excess packets to probability equal to
(1-2-E) where E is number of excess packets.
Unfortunately, adding more packets in transmission is not perfect approach due to increasing
of computational complexity by quadratic and cubic fashion with number of encoded packets.
One of the improvement possibilities is dividing packets into sub-packets of constant size. On
each sub-packet the same procedure as in previous case is performed. Obtained packets are
then used as starting point and XOR is performed on them once again. Main arguments are in
decision when to send acknowledgements of successful decoding, after each sub-packet or
after overall message has been successfully received and decoded. This approach increases
efficiency but encoding/decoding complexity still remains.
Tornado Codes [Bye1998]
These codes are one of erasure block codes, primarily constructed to speed up
coding/decoding in traditional erasure codes. Given the erasure channel with erasure
probability p, tornado codes can decode up to p(1-ε) symbols, with speed n log(1/ ε).
Tornado codes can be described in terms of graphs. The construction of a tornado graph is
based on layers containing nodes. First layer contains nodes representing symbols of original
message. Each node represents one of the symbols where symbols can be considered as
packets of bits. Second layer consists of nodes with redundant content-exclusive-or of
neighbours of a corresponding node. Iteratively all layer nodes can be obtained.
All nodes of subsequent layers are considered as restrictions of first layer nodes. By choosing
original symbols and their restrictions in random but appropriate way, decoding of original
message is possible as soon as receiver gets enough information. In tornado codes each
restriction on subsequent layers depends only on few symbols from alphabet and not on all
symbols like it was in the case of Reed-Solomon codes. This makes tornado codes less
computationally expensive and speed up its coding and decoding.
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It is possible to construct a tornado code and its restrictions in the way that for a given
overhead rate ε and number of message packets k, and number of encoded packets n it is
possible to decode k(1-ε) packets with speed n log(1/ ε).
Despite the fact that tornado code ensures increase in coding/decoding speed it is not widely
deployed due to serious drawback. Before coding with use of tornado code, exact number of
encoded packets which can be generated has to be known, as encoded packets are
determined by graph representing a tornado code.
LT Fountain Code [Lub2002] [Rob2002]
This code was the first practical realization of rateless codes. Its main encoding idea is quite
simple:
1. Chop message to be encoded into n blocks of roughly equal size.
2. Choose d, degree of an encoded symbol, according to predetermined distribution.
3. For every block of message randomly select d packets from the original message and
XOR them.
Decoding is performed mainly based on existence of two areas: message queue area and
buffer area. All packets of degree d = 1 are stored in message queue area and considered as
decoded, as all packets of degree d > 1 are stored in buffer area and matched (XOR-ed) with
decoded packets from message queue. After XOR-ing packet of degree 1 from message
queue (for instance Pk) area with packet of degree more than 1 from buffer area which
contains Pk, degree of a packet in buffer is decreased. Iterative repeating of this process leads
to decreasing degrees of all packets to 1, at which point the receiver is able to decode the
message and potentially sends acknowledgement to transmitter.
To perform these kinds of operations, the receiver has to be aware of the content of each
packet, its degree, and the indices of the packets that it consists of. In order to avoid overhead
in transmission this additional required information the same pseudo-random generator is
used on both sides, source and destination. The transmission of “code key” which represents
a seed for pseudo-random generator is sufficient to resolve both degree d and packet indices.
The most critical part of LT Fountain Code design is the probability distribution of degree d.
Generally, majority of packets have to have low degrees in order to represent starting point for
algorithm and provide prerequisites for its continuity. On the other hand, some of the packets
need to have high degree to make sure that there will not be the packets which are not
included and not in relation with anyone else.
In the ideal case at every iteration just one packet would have degree d = 1 and performing
XOR operation with other packets would result in appearing again just one degree-one
packet. The probability distribution would be ρ(1) =
packets, and ρ(d) =

1
N

for a given number of N encoded

1
for d = 2, 3, …N. Unfortunately this probability does not give
d (d − 1)

good performance in practice due to unexpected changes.
3.3.4.3 XOR Coding [Kat2006] [Fra2007]
The main idea of the exclusive “OR” (XOR) approach, the first real “network coding” technique
we consider, is to use intelligent mixing of packets in order to increase network throughput
instead of automatically sending packets from transmitter to receiver based on their
addresses.
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Considering the scenario where two sides (Alice and Bob) want to exchange pair of packets
via a router four transmissions are required (see Figure 3.5). First, Alice sends packet to
router, which forwards it to Bob, and then Bob sends packet to router which forwards it to
Alice. Instead of this, intelligent combination of packets is possible at routers side: Both, Alice
and Bob send their packets, router XORs them and broadcasts the XOR-ed version. After
receiving the XOR-ed packet A ⊕ B, both Bob and Alice are able to decode the packet sent
from other side by simple XOR-ing received packet on their own because A A=0 (see
Figure 3.6). Moreover, encryption is achieved by the fact that it’s impossible to reverse the
operation (decode message) without knowing the content of one of two initial messages.

A

A

Alice

Router

B

Bob

B

Alice

Router

Bob

Figure 3.5 – Exchange of two packets without network
coding requires four transmissions

A

B

Alice

Router

A
Alice

B

Bob

A
Router

B
Bob

Figure 3.6 – Exchange of two packets using XOR
network coding requires three transmissions
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One of the main issues in the implementation of this simple coding approach is gathering the
information about packets stored in neighbour nodes. This information is essential for the
node in order to be able to intelligently combine packets for broadcast in the way that the next
hop has enough data to decode the packet intended to it (to transmit n packets p1,p2,…pn to n
next hops r1,r2…rn a node can XOR all n packets together only if each next-hop ri has all n-1
packets pj for j≠i). A node may have multiple options how to encode, but it always follows the
aim to maximize the number of packets which could be successfully decoded at the receiver
side after receiving XOR-ed combination. In order to obtain enough information about packets
stored in the network at particular nodes several mechanisms have been proposed. The
network can let nodes snoop all communications over the network and to store overhead data
for a limited time interval. This approach works well in a wireless environment, but is not
directly applicable in modern switched / routed networks. Moreover, each node can send
reports about packets it contains together with packets the node transmits in piggybacking
manner. In the case that there are no packets to transmit, the node can just periodically send
information about packets it contains in special control packets.
Exchanging report packets opens another question: is it enough for network coding to rely just
on information obtained by those reports? The main issue is the possibility of report packets
being lost in case of congestion and their too late arrival in the case of light traffic when nodes
have already made decisions without waiting for reports.
To decrease the probability of inadequate encoding due to the lack of information needed
from the neighbours, the XOR mechanism relies also on the Expected Transmission Count
(ETX) metric [Dec2005] used in selecting routing paths. The approach in ETX is to compute
the delivery probability on each link and assign each link a weight equal to 1/(delivery
probability). These weights are not just used in a link state routing protocol to compute the
shortest path; they are also used as auxiliary information for intelligent packet combination in
absence of report packets. The probability that a particular neighbour has a packet is
estimated as delivery probability between packets previous hop and the neighbour.
For reliable transmission of XOR-ed packets, 802.11 broadcast is not an acceptable
approach. It lacks receiver acknowledgement (left out due to the broadcast storm problem)
and backoff which is ensured by the unicast mode. One of possible compromises would be
pseudo-broadcast which is modified 802.11 unicast in the sense that it unicasts packets
intended for broadcast, so it provides reliability and backoff. Pseudo-broadcast is designed to
have the media access control (MAC) address of one of the recipients written in the link layer
destination field. All next hops of the packet are listed after the link layer header. When a node
receives a packet with a destination address different from its own, it checks if it is a next hop
and if so, it processes the packet further, else it stores a packet in a buffer as an
opportunistically received packet. In the case that the destination address of the packet
matches with the address of the node which received it, an acknowledgement message is
generated and sent to the source.
In order to improve reliability a scheduler for retransmission events can be introduced. When a
node sends a packet it schedules a retransmission event for each of the packets. If any of
them is not acknowledged in a certain period of T seconds, the packet is retransmitted. At the
receiver side, when it decodes successfully it automatically generates an acknowledgment
(ACK) and schedules an ACK event for it. Those ACKs are sent in piggy backing mode during
the transmission of information packets. When the node sends packets, it first checks for its
pending ACK events and incorporates them in packet header.
In experiments this approach, generally, shows very good results, but analysis mostly
assumes certain prerequisites: identical nodes, omni-directional radios, perfect hearing within
some radius with the addition that the signal is not heard outside this radius, a pair of nodes
can hear each other the routing will pick the direct link, infinite flows and steady state.
Regarding memory, nodes need to store recently overheard packets for future decoding.
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Consequently, the storage requirement should be slightly higher than the delay bandwidth
product. Also, lack of power is not taken into consideration, and it is assumed that nodes have
an unlimited power supply. Also, the XOR approach requires high node coordination, which is
more difficult to achieve in larger networks.
3.3.4.4 Linear Network Coding [Ho2005] [Kat2007] [Fra2006]
This approach is, in general, similar to XOR coding with the difference that the XOR operation
is replaced with linear combination of data (in essence, matrix multiplication) where
coefficients of linear combination are taken from certain finite field. This provides more
flexibility in how the packets can be combined. Similar to erasure coding, successful reception
of information does not depend on receiving particular data packet but on receiving sufficient
number of independent packets.
Let M1, M2 …Mn denote the original packets generated by several sources, then encoded the
packet would be a linear combination of M1, M2 …Mn with associated set of coefficients g1, g2,
…gn from a certain finite field F which implies that it has a form of:

n

X = ∑ gi M i
i =1

In other words two vectors exist; first, g=( g1, g2, …gn)-encoded vector, which is used at the
receiver side to decode the message, and, second:

n

X = ∑ gi M i
i =1

- information vector

Encoding can be performed recursively, with already encoded packets.
Considering the node that has already received a set of encoded packets (g1,X1), (g2,X2)…
(gm,Xm), new encoded packet can be generated from them by choosing coefficients h1, h2,
…hm and computing the linear combination:
m

X ' = ∑ hi X i
i =1

(see Figure 3.7 for illustration)

The corresponding encoding vector of new encoded packet is not simply equal to h, since also
the encoding vector of a starting packet has to be calculated. According to this, the new
encoding vector can be easily calculated as:

m

g ' j = ∑ hi g j

i

i =1

A node stores the encoded vectors it receives as well as the original packets, in a so called
decoding matrix, row by row. Initially it contains just non-encoded packets issued by this node
with the corresponding encoding vectors. A received packet is innovative if it increases the
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rank of the matrix. If a packet is not innovative it is converted to row of zeros by Gaussian
elimination and ignored.

M1, M2 …Mn
g1M1+ g2M2… gnMn

g1M1+ g2M2… gnMn

h1(g1M1+ g2M2…
gnMn)+… hn(g1M1+
g2M2… gnMn)

receiver

receiver

Figure 3.7 - An example of linear network coding, where M1, M2 …Mn are source
packets multicast to the receivers, and coefficients gi and hi are randomly chosen
elements of a finite field.
In order to retrieve the original message the decoder has to solve the system:

n

X j = ∑ gi M i
j

i =1

i

using Gaussian elimination algorithm, where unknowns are M . This system with m
equations has n unknowns, and having m ≥ n is prerequisite for decoding. Fulfilling this
requirement is not a guarantee that the message will be decoded since some of the linear
combinations might be linearly dependent.
With random network coding (randomly choosing coefficients) there is a certain probability of
selecting linearly dependent combinations which is related to field size. Simulation results
shows that even for relatively small fields this probability becomes negligible.
Moreover, linear network coding shows good results in synergy with multicast, making it highly
relevant to publish/subscribe architectures which usually rely on multicast-like forwarding
patterns. In Figure 3.8 a scenario is illustrated where the source multicasts four packets to
three destinations. In the case that some of the packets are lost during the transmission,
without network coding sender has to retransmit the union of all four packets.
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p1, p2, p3, p4

Packets to transmit:

Src

Packets received:

Des

Des

Des

P1
P2

P2
P3

P3
P4

Figure 3.8 - Source multicasts four packets to three destination, and two of them are
lost for every receiver.
In contrast to network coding it is sufficient to retransmit only 2 randomly coded packets, for
example p1’=p1+p2+p3+p4 and p2’= p1+2p2+3p3+4p4. Despite the fact that they lost different
packets all three destinations will be able to retrieve all four original packets by inverting the
matrix of coefficients and multiplying it with the packets it received. For example, if the
receiver receives p1, p2, p1’ and p2’ reconstruction of original packets is effected by the
following matrix equation:

 p1  1
  
 p 2  1
 p  = 1
 3 
 p  0
 4 

1
2
0
1

1
3
0
0

1

4
0

0 

−1

 p1' 
 
 p 2' 
 
 p1 
 
 p2 

Despite the fact that linear network coding provides more flexibility and performs in many
ways better in comparison to XOR mechanism, linear combining requires enhanced
computational capabilities at the nodes. Since processing costs are becoming less expensive
the bottleneck is shifted especially in wireless networks to network bandwidth due to growing
demands in applications and quality-of-service (QoS) guarantees. In that sense network
coding utilizes cheap computational power to increase network efficiency.
3.3.4.5 Conclusions
Many hardware and software implementations of Reed-Solomon code exist. Some of them
are “off the shelf” integrated circuits which can encode and decode Reed-Solomon codes, and
others are more related to Very High Speed Integrated Circuit (VHSIC) Hardware Description
Language (VHDL) and Verilog design. Software implementation is more difficult because
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general purpose processors do not natively Galois field arithmetic operations. But, the main
disadvantage is the suitability for just small number of N, K and q. As code redundancy
increases with the length of symbols, the implementation complexity grows, as well as the
required bandwidth. Also, estimation of the erasure probability as well as code rate K/N has to
be done before transmission. Modifying code on the fly by reducing code rate is not applicable
in Reed-Solomon code.
Fountain code introduces solution in the sense that the limitation in number of encoded
packets generated from the source message does not exist, and can be changed on the fly.
Source can send as many encoded packets as needed for receiver to successfully recover
data. The main issue is in finding a compromise solution for number of packets encoded. This
number has to be large in order to produce an invertible encoding matrix, but from the other
side encoding a bigger number of packets leads to great complexity increases. Also, for
tornado code, exact number of encoded packets which can be generated has to be known
before encoding, as encoded packets are determined by graph representing a tornado code.
The main issue of LT codes is finding optimal degree distribution which is from the essential
importance.
XOR coding is a simple network technique which substantially improves network throughput
by intelligently combining packets. But, in order to be able to combine packets in an optimal
manner, each node in the network must have information about the overall network (which
node contains which packet). Gathering this kind of information can cause significant
overhead in terms of required memory and processing data. Also, XOR encoding ties the
MAC address to routing, imposing a strict schedule on routers’ access to medium. In the case
that node closer to destination overheard the packet it can’t send it due to the fixed schedule.
This prevents spatial reuse and thus underutilizes the medium.
Linear network coding gives better results in the case of increasing number of nodes, because
central scheduling is not necessary. Nodes make decisions on how to propagate packets
based on local information only (each user knows about the blocks he downloaded and the
blocks that exist in the neighbours). Replacing XOR operation on packets with their linear
combination interpreted as coefficients over some finite field allows much larger flexibility in
the way packets can be combined. This approach has two main benefits: potential throughput
improvements and high degree of robustness. The receivers need only to know the overall
linear combination of source processes in each of their incoming transmissions. This
information can be sent at each transmission block or packet as a vector of coefficients
corresponding to each of the source processes, and updated at the each node by applying the
same linear combination to the coefficient vector as to the information vector. The relative
overhead of transmitting these coefficients is low. Requirement for successful decoding is
receiving sufficient number of independent packets. Decoding is done by using Gaussian
elimination technique which needs certain computational power and increases complexity
especially for larger finite fields. In addition to problem of linear coding complexity and speed
of encoding/decoding, one of the main concerns is presence of malicious nodes which can
input false packets and thus make decoding problem even harder.

3.4

Publish/Subscribe Paradigm

Event-based computing and the pub/sub paradigm are crucial for future services and
applications. The event paradigm allows asynchronous and decoupled many-to-many
communication. Typically, event systems consist of publishers, subscribers, and the event
service. The service ensures that information is routed properly from publishers to
subscribers. Typical application areas of pub/sub have been workflow systems, stock market
systems, air traffic control and other industry applications.
Pub/sub is a frequently used paradigm in current Internet and telecommunications services.
RSS feeds can be seen as a primitive pub/sub system. The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)
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[Ros2002], used in the Internet Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) and Beyond 3G Systems (B3G),
has extensive support for events [Roa2002].
One recent observation regarding pub/sub is that one size does not fit all [Rai2006], and it is
challenging to meet all application requirements within one system. This observation
motivates our focus in PSIRP to develop a simple, efficient, and scalable pub/sub substrate,
which can then be used to build more elaborate routing systems.
3.4.1

Formal Methods in Publish/Subscribe System Design

Formal modelling of publish/subscribe systems and the correctness of content-based routing
protocols were examined in [Müh2002b]. A routing protocol is correct if it maintains required
safety and liveness properties. Since it may be difficult to maintain these properties in dynamic
pub/sub systems they may be relaxed. A self-stabilizing pub/sub system ensures correctness
of the routing algorithm against the specification and convergence [Müh2002b]. The safety
property may be modified to take self-stabilization into account by requiring eventual safety.
The safety and liveness properties were extended in [Tan2004] with the notion of messagecompleteness and using propositional temporal logic. A message-complete pub/sub system
eventually acknowledges subscriptions and guarantees the delivery of notifications matching
acknowledged subscriptions.
A formal framework for modelling pub/sub systems is presented in [Bal2005]. The framework
is based on two delays, namely the subscription/unsubscription delay and the diffusion delay.
The motivation for this abstraction is to model concurrent execution of the system without
waiting for the stability of the system state. This work differs from the previous liveness and
safety properties, because they focus on analytically to characterize the quality of the system.
Subscriber and publisher mobility requires that the routing topology is updated to ensure that
data is sent to the proper location. To solve this synchronization problem, the Siena event
system was extended with generic mobility support, which uses existing pub/sub primitives:
publish and subscribe [Cap2003]. The mobility-safety of the protocol was formally verified. The
benefits of a generic protocol are that it may work on top of various pub/sub systems and
requires no changes to the system application programming interface (API). On the other
hand, the performance of the mobility support decreases, because mobility-specific
optimizations are difficult to realize when the underlying topology is hidden by the API. In
addition to Siena, several other event systems have been
A formal discrete model for both publisher and subscriber mobility was presented in [Tar2007].
In this work, two new properties are defined for the pub/sub topology, namely mobility-safety
and completeness. A handover protocol is mobility-safe if it prevents false negatives. A
topology or a part of a topology is complete if subscriptions and advertisements are fully
established (propagated) throughout it. Mobility-safety of a generic stateful handover was
shown for acyclic pub/sub networks. The completeness of the topology is used to characterize
pub/sub handover protocols and optimize them. One of the results of this work is that
rendezvous points are good for pub/sub mobility, because they can be used to limit signalling
and flooding of updates.
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4 Design Considerations
In contrast to Section 3, this section outlines design considerations whose involvement is
necessary to govern the application of the previously discussed architectural and conceptual
properties of the future Internet. This includes both fiscal and social economic factors, past
and current network security concerns, and characteristics of trust models and information
privacy.

4.1

Economics

As economics is a vast field in itself, we do not aim to give a state-of-the-art survey on
economics per se. Instead, we focus on commenting key earlier works in which techniques or
principles from economics have been applied either on architecture or mechanism designs in
networking. As the present document is meant to discuss SoA related to architecture, we shall
also consider economics-motivated analysis techniques as being outside the scope of this
deliverable and instead comment on those issues in deliverable D4.1.
The key application areas of economics to design of networking architectures and mechanism
are mainly related to cost of communications. Some of the key questions related to these
issues are:
•

Which aspects of network usage are being charged for?

•

Related to above, which are the entities involved?

•

How is charging accomplished?

•

What happens at domain boundaries?

•

What are the objectives of charging?

•

Which economical "fundamentals" limit architectural choices?

We shall focus mainly on existing work related to mechanism design, especially focusing on
QoS and congestion pricing. We also briefly comment on SoA related to inter-domain routing
with cost-related metrics. Mechanisms for compensation are discussed elsewhere in this
document (see Section 3.3.1).
Much of the work related to internetworking has targeted matching user demands with
resources in proportion to their willingness to pay for those. Seminal work has been done in
this space by Kelley together with his collaborators (see, for example, [Kel1998] [Gib1999a]
[Gib1999b]. The key insight arising from this work is the application of cost fairness instead of
often used ad hoc fairness metrics, such as flow rate fairness. For a forceful argument with
ample references to supporting literature, see [Bri2007]. A simple mechanism for enforcing
cost fairness in traditional end-point centric networking has been proposed in [Bri2005]. For a
related discussion on different charging schemes, see [Cou2000]. Auction-based and marketdriven mechanisms for pricing best-effort traffic have also been proposed (see, for example,
[Mac1995]). Pricing and revenue sharing especially from the point of view of ISPs with
relations to net neutrality have been recently studied by Walrand with his group (see [He2006]
and [Mus2008]).
Another interesting body of work has arisen from QoS-related considerations. Vast body of
work has arisen from problems related to soft or guaranteed resource reservation, key
concept usually being assignment of packets or flows into one of fixed QoS classes. An
interesting alternative without per-flow assignments has been proposed by Odlyzko in
[Odl1999]. One of the key problems to consider is the differences in application requirements
related to the QoS provided by the network. For a discussion on the roles of different
application utilities in network architecture design see the seminal paper by Shenker
[She1995]. Micropayments are an often-mentioned technique for enabling per-packet QoS
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compensation. However, despite a vast amount of work on mechanism design for enabling
micropayments, they have not become widely adopted in deployed networks. An interesting
discussion on reasons for this is given in [Odl2003].
Regarding applications of the above-discussed mechanism to the PSIRP architecture, the key
problem is how to share "cost" of multicast-like transmission patterns. In the context of
traditional multicasting an early analysis of the central problems such as the receiver-oriented
nature of communications was given by Herzog et al. in [Her1997]. Algorithm design has been
considered for implementing the actual cost sharing in [Fei2001]. Also relevant is the existing
work on incentive-compatible inter-domain routing. Unfortunately very little exists in this space
in terms of multicast routing, as the state-of-the-art work has been almost solely targeting
BGP. For a discussion on the key problems and related mechanisms, see [Fei2006] and
[Fei2007].

4.2

Socio-economic Aspects

In contrast to efforts that use methodologies and approaches from the fields of economics
(see Section 4.1), socio-economic aspects are more concerned with the overall design of
systems and value chains under the economic angle. It is important to keep this difference in
mind when looking at state-of-the-art in this space.
4.2.1

Value-chain Dynamics

[Fin1998] investigates the speed of evolving value chains, based on observations in welldeveloped industries such as the automotive industry. He then maps these observations
within these rather long-lived industrial structures onto faster moving industries such as the
computer industry (with Microsoft being a well-covered case at the time of writing the book
due to the monopoly case against the giant through federal agencies).
Fine asserts that life cycles in complex value chains are following a curve often described as
the double helix [Fin1998] [CFP2005]. This life cycle follows through phases of integration,
market differentiation, verticalisation, and disintegration. Mappings onto different industries
exist, such as onto the IP service industry [Tro2007]. Although simplifying in its depiction, the
double helix visualizes a complex trigger dynamics analysis that leads to the observed
integration/disintegration effects.
The work within the Communications Futures Program [CFP2008] is most relevant to the
PSIRP project although its results are not widely available since the consortium is closed to its
members. [CFP2005] has been since evolved to a set of value chain analysis methodologies
that allow for segmenting particular solutions into value chains or value networks, leading to a
model of control point constellations (or business models) that is investigated under a multidimensional set of triggers, ranging from regulatory over technology to different market and
corporate triggers.
4.2.2

Bullwhip Effect

The bullwhip or Forester effect [Fin1998] observes the dynamics of demand fluctuations
(leading to inventory build-ups) throughout a complex value chain and the impact that
changes in demand rather down the value chain might have on supply rather up the value
chain, the impact being an exaggeration of demand up the supply chain. The resulting
bullwhip effect describes this demand/supply exaggeration similar to the effect of a bullwhip in
terms of immediate impact at the beginning and increasing amplitudes towards the beginning
of the value chain (in other words, the farther one sits from the end consumer the harder one
is hit by demand changes by stock piling up in inventories).
While this seems to more traditionally relate to inventory-based value chains, such as the
automotive industry, a similar behaviour can be observed in industries like telecommunication
(equipment stock), computer industry (investment in R&D) and others.
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Smoothening the bullwhip effect can be seen as being desirable (e.g., reducing fabrication
times in microelectronics), which lends to the assumption that solutions allowing for this
reduction are to be favoured although a full study of this aspect is still to be found.
4.2.3

Overlay Economics

[Cla2006] provide insight into the particular field of overlay and economic structure as a
relevant field for PSIRP (due to the aspect of potentially deploying first PSIRP solutions as an
overlay to IP). The authors outline a taxonomy of thinking about overlays "that reflects the
rationale for their existence/emergence and provides further elaboration of the sorts of
technical, business/economic, and policy questions that overlays raise". The taxonomy is
presented based on three examples (content, routing, and security), all of which are relevant
to PSIRP. The argumentation used in the taxonomy as to why overlays emerge in the first
place connect in spirit very well to the notion of the double helix although without asserting
that there is some form of integrative/disintegrative repetitive pattern (as asserted in
[Tro2007].
[Far2007] extends the work in [Cla2006] towards an investigation on the underlying
economics for infrastructure-based content delivery networking (CDN) vs. peer-to-peer CDN
solutions. His findings on the economic superiority of infrastructure-based solutions, such as
Akamia offerings, are based on an industrial organizations model given the current structure of
inter-domain peering and transit policies.
4.2.4

Design for Tussle

The seminal paper on Design for Tussle [Cla2007] can be seen as the first attempt to
introduce socio-economic views on the architectural design front in a systematic manner.
While economic arguments had never been absent from design debates in the Internet (and in
other systems of large scale), the discussions in [Cla2007] embedded the economic angle of
system design into architectural foundations of many projects since.
Apart from PSIRP itself, the Trilogy project [Tri2008a] particularly embeds the notion of Design
for Tussle in its work programme and intends to shed some more light on designing under
tussle principles in its set of deliverables. The public deliverable D2 [Tri2008b] lists case
studies under the aspect of design for tussle which shed some light on the tussle and its
resolution in currently available designs and solutions.
[Cla2007] introduces an evolution or extension of the original end-to-end (E2E) design
principle of the Internet by specifically taking economic and trust aspects into account. The
resulting trust-to-trust principle is a direct input in the PSIRP design process due to its
economic importance in creating (trust-based) markets.
The presentation in [Sol2007] extends the Design for Tussle concepts towards a vision for a
flexible execution environment that incorporates tussles (and their underlying concerns)
directly into the formation of the (dynamic) execution environments. The presented tussle
networking vision serves as a foundation for our work, as outlined in the project vision.
4.2.5

Reductionism vs. Evolution

[Hol2008] discusses the transformation of socio-economics from the reductionist NewtonianDescartian view towards a Darwinian evolution approach that emphasizes evolutionary
changes of complex systems through mechanisms of self-organization. The article outlines the
multi-level approaches required to understand and observe complex systems where
reductionist approaches seemingly do not help. Analogies from nature and other disciplines
are seen at the centre of explaining the behaviour of large and complex systems and
societies.
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This evolutionary type of angle can be seen, e.g., in the work by Fine [Fin1998] where
analogies of fruit flies are used to explain complex industrial lifecycles. Integration and desintegration cycles are described in the abovementioned double helix, underpinned by
simulation techniques stemming from game theory or system dynamics. The described trigger
analysis in work performed, e.g., in [CFP2008], is multi-dimensional and often captured in a
rather ‘fuzzy' way.
This work and discussion on socio-economic approach is seen as very relevant to our work
due to the intended system scale.

4.3

Security

Building safe and secure network systems is paramount to the success of the PSIRP effort.
To achieve an efficient end result, it is necessary to consider both historical and present
accounts of network security properties and directly involve this information when designing
the network infrastructure from the ground up. From this methodology, we hope to arrive at a
system which is not only resistant to attack through added functionality, but also naturally
secure by virtue of its underlying design and construction.
SoA concerns in this section address network attacks, threat analysis, solution methodologies,
and formal methods of modelling security protocols, requirements, and operating tactics.
4.3.1

Distributed Denial-of-Service (DoS) Attacks

Bandwidth consumption attacks are the most difficult distributed denial-of-service (DDoS)
attacks to defend against, as the target of the attack is the network and solutions cannot be
locally deployed. The capabilities of such attacks arise from the architecture of the Internet,
which allows anyone to send packets to anyone, with or without the consent of the receiver,
needing only the knowledge of the IP address of the target. The main research towards
mitigating or preventing DDoS attacks is based on filtering, diffusion, replication, and hiding.
Filtering can be proactive or reactive and be based either on the data packets or a separate
control information from the recipient of the data.
[And2003] [Par2007] utilize a two-pronged approach. The network bandwidth is divided into
control channel and data channel, with control channel having only a small portion (a few
percent) of the total bandwidth. Over the control channel anybody can send packets to a
destination asking for a permission, a capability, to send data traffic. The capability is added to
every packet sent over the data channel and only packets with valid capabilities will be
allowed to pass through the network. Thus, the filtering of the data channel is proactive and
based (mostly) on the data in the packets.
The control channel of the capability approach faces the same problem any reactive approach
does. How to distinguish between attacking hosts and prevent attackers from flooding the
system? In the case of capabilities the problem, specifically, is how to prevent attack against
the control channel, constituting a denial of capability attack in itself [Arg2005]. A number of
techniques have been developed that utilize bandwidth [Wal2005], computational, and
memory puzzles [Par2007] to even the playing field between attacking and legitimate hosts.
The idea is to increase the chances that a legitimate client is served by helping the
probabilities of actual clients against attacking hosts. This can be done, because basic first-in
first-out (FIFO) queues favour attackers who are sending at full rate as opposed to actual
clients who send requests at relatively low rates.
Filtering can also be done in the network. Typically, the victim requests the network to stop
packets with certain properties, such as they are coming from a certain host. In order to do
this, however, the victim or the network needs to be able to tell which packets to filter and
where they come from. SAVA [xxx] and ingress filtering [xxx] are considered important to
solve the information problems of filtering the right traffic as close to the source as possible.
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Other techniques, such as packet marking [xxx] or the encapsulation architecture [Hui2007],
also exist.
Off by default [Bal2005] proposes a proactive filtering scheme based on bloom-filters and
source routes. In it, each host indicates the sources in the Internet allowed to contact it, which
is aggregated with other indications (into a bloom filter) and forwarded through the Internet.
Only packets matching the filters, or with explicit source routes to destination are allowed to
pass. The latter case, so that reverse routes to clients automatically work.
A much less studied approach to DDoS protection is utilizing diffusion, replication, and hiding.
These techniques try focus on making it harder for an attacker to concentrate its attack on a
single vulnerable point in the service it targets by either dispersing the service or hiding it from
the attacker. i3 [Sto2002], SoS [Ker2002], and Hi3 [Gur2005] spread the attack over a large
overlay, and also enable the victim to hide its IP addresses, at least to a point. Pushing DNS
[Han2005] and DONA [Kop2007] replicate data in many parts, and thus, make it harder for an
attacker to deny access to a given piece of data.
Pub/sub architectures are working differently from the underlying IP network, but still denial-ofservice attacks are possible although they are not thoroughly studied for this type of systems.
In [Wun2007], a first attempt is presented to classify DoS attacks for this type of system.
According to [Wun2007], pub/sub systems DoS attacks might have unpredictable effects. For
instance, if a broker is being flooded with publications, then this attack has no significant
impact to the internal brokers that are responsible for routing. However, other edge brokers
responsible for notifying subscribers about new publications have significant more impact than
the attacked broker. This effect is called localization effect and shows that pub/sub systems
can be vulnerable to remote attacks.
Content-based pub/sub systems base their routing decisions on flexible messages, and, thus,
routing nodes need to have sustainable computational power. Flexible messages allow the
system to perform complex operations; however routing-scope flooding DoS attacks
containing complex messages might drive the system to recover slowly after the attack. This
happens because the CPU and the memory of routing nodes becomes overloaded and does
not process these complex messages in high-speed. This is called workload complexity effect
and it shows that there should be a upper threshold of routing message complexity in order to
allow the system to recover quickly after the DoS attack. Another characteristic of pub/sub
systems is that the routing nodes should maintain state for performing filtering, as well as
event matching. However DoS attacks can take advantage of this fact to introduce severe
effects to the system. For instance it is measured that a DoS attack that includes subscription
messages has more severe effects than a DoS attack that uses the same amount of publish
messages. This happens because for each new subscription, the routing nodes need to keep
a state. This is called message state effect and it shows that there is a need for mechanism
that will manage malicious states.
[Wun2007] introduces a very useful taxonomy of the DoS attacks in pub/sub systems. DoS
attacks are being classified according to the exploitation type, the attack source and target,
the attack propagation, the content dependence, and the statefulness of the effects. Each
class of attack has a different impact on the system performance and different
countermeasures should be taken to protect pub/sub system against each class of DoS
attack.
4.3.2

Threat Analysis and Research

To survey existing attacks that exploit potential vulnerabilities in PSIRP framework, we classify
three different domains of functionality:
•

PSIRP

The end-user domain, consisting of publishers and subscribers. Publishers and
subscribers may not trust each other, and may not trust the pub/sub network service,
or the infrastructure
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•

The pub/sub service provision domain, consisting of the pub/sub network service
providers (brokers) and the end-users (publishers and subscribers). The provider may
not trust publishers and subscribers, and vice-versa

•

The infrastructure domain; its components (cache elements, label switches routers,
forwarded nodes, multicast points, network coders) may not necessarily trust each
other

In the pub/sub service provision domain, providers and end-users should have a symbiotic
relationship. In that sense, strong authentication might be used, although spoofing attacks
such as replay and sybil attacks might be present:
•

Replay Attack: The attacker eavesdrops the communication channels (sniffing) and
stores packets. It resends them at a later time, trying to copy and replay packets that
contain authentication credentials. When successful, the attacker gains access
credentials and pretends that they are a legitimate authorised user.

•

Sybil Attack: Usually when a system aims to self-protect against faulty or malicious
actions, it replicates tasks among several remote entities. Each entity is then identified
by an identity. However, when a local host has no direct evidence of the remote
entities, it is difficult to ensure that specific identities refer to distinct entities. In the
Sybil attack, a malicious entity is self-presented as multiply identities and undermines
the redundancy employed by the system [Dou2002].

In the pub/sub service provision domain, integrity of service means avoidance of service
misuse or isolation of malicious actions. A malicious service provider (rouge broker) might
insert fake publications to attract end-users (subscribers) and generate profit. This is actually a
spamming scenario, which might be mitigated by means of authentication, as previously
discussed. Service integrity can be also interpreted as availability; this is the state where
pub/sub services become available to end-users when requested, or according to the contract
(if any). Thus, prevention of denial-of-service attacks (DoS) in this level is essential. A DoS
attack might appear when several compromised or spoofed subscribers (zombies) request
huge amounts of a particular published artefact (e.g., probably a free-of-charge blockbuster
chunk) from a particular publisher or service provider, or when the rendezvous service is
requested to process unmatched requests. In the latter case, it is foreseen that rendezvoustargeted attacks will demonstrate equivalent significance as the DoS attacks in the current
Internet DNS service [Wun2007]. Rate limitation might be useful at the first stage of pub/sub
network development, until the actual pattern and signatures of the potential attacks can be
identified. “Pharming” might also be deployed when rendezvous entries are poisoned with
incorrect data. Additionally, consider the case where service provider delivers a free-of-charge
and unlimited (in size and number) publication facility to its clients [Wal2000]. Such a
promotional decision might rapidly increase its profit (e.g., since advertising opportunities are
multiplied in its domain), but on the other hand it might subvert its service quality. In that
sense, size limitations, access control, and accounting might also be a requirement in this
scope. Additionally, computational puzzles and Completely Automated Public Turing Tests to
tell Computers and Humans Apart (CAPTCHAs) might mitigate web-robot (BOT) networks’
(BOTnets’) efficacy.
Concerning the infrastructure integrity, the elements that perform any networking function
must be uncorrupted, trustworthy, free from deliberate or inadvertent unauthorized
manipulation, and resilient against attacks. Pub/sub networks place much functionality on the
infrastructure, such as caching, coding, routing, forwarding, label-switching and multitasking.
This plethora of supported functions creates various attack opportunities and extends the
vulnerability set. The following paragraphs illustrate some possible threats in the infrastructure
level.
•

PSIRP

Cache Poisoning: Exploits the absence of an authentication layer and forces the
network elements to believe that they have received authentic caching elements, whilst
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this is incorrect. Bogus caches could contain malicious content, such as a worms or
viruses.
•

Routing Service Attacks: Malicious routing attacks target the routing discovery or
maintenance phases. Examples include the routing message flooding, such as hello,
route-request, and acknowledgement flooding, routing table overflow, and routing
cache poisoning or fabrication [Hu2004]. Proactive routing discovers routes before
they are actually needed, while reactive algorithms create routes on-demand, i.e., only
when they are needed. Thus, proactive routing is more vulnerable to routing table
overflow attacks. More sophisticated attacks include the Wormhole and Byzantine
attacks. In the former case, an attacker records packets at one location in the network
and tunnels them to another location [Hu2002]. In the latter case, a set of
compromised intermediate nodes collude to create routing loops, forward packets
through non-optimal paths, or selectively drop packets, resulting in disrupted or
degraded routing services [Awe2002]

•

Forwarding Phase Attacks: Once the route is established, on the fast data path, selfish
or malicious entities drop data packets selectively, fabricate data content, or produce
packet replay attacks for hijacking. They can also delay forwarding time-sensitive
packets, or inject junk packets [Wu2006].

•

Eclipse Attack: A sufficient number of malicious nodes collude, trying to deceive
legitimate nodes into accepting malicious ones as trusted, with the goal of dominating
a neighbour of the legitimate nodes. This way the attackers mediate most overlay
traffic and effectively “eclipse” correct nodes from each others' view [Cas2002a].

•

Amplification: Is a type of flooding and DoS attack where an adversary induces
delivery of multiple messages to a single entity by injecting a single malicious message
[Wun2007]. For instance, a new advertisement may attract many dormant
subscriptions or an un-subscription may trigger multiple re-subscriptions to other
publications.

•

Resource Consumption Attack: Also known as the sleep deprivation attacks. They aim
to consume a victim’s resources. A clogging attack is a common type of this category.
The target node is requested to verify signatures or key exchanges during DiffieHellman handshaking, tasks that require significant processing cycles. The threat
appears when multiple demands arrive simultaneously on a target node from several
compromised peers. Thrashing is a special case of this type of attack. Unlike typical
flooding attacks, in a thrashing attack, an attacker induces load by abusing repeated
state changes that are process intensive. This can be accomplished using a set of
messages that will likely include e.g., unsubscriptions [Wun2007].

•

Message State Effect: Another characteristic of pub/sub systems is that the routing
nodes are stateful for performing filtering as well as event matching. However DoS
attacks can take advantage of this fact. For instance, it is measured that DoS attacks
that include subscription messages have more severe effects than a DoS attacks that
use the same amount of publish messages [Wun2007]. This happens because for
each new subscription the routing nodes need to keep a state. This shows that there is
a need for mechanism that will manage malicious states.

Service layer confidentiality is associated with end-users’ choice to remain anonymous and
use the service provider’s facilities without the risk of revealing their identities. Additionally, the
content itself should be sufficiently encrypted when delivered to service providers. In this
direction, Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) attacks should be avoided.
•
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MITM Attack: An attacker intercepts and replaces the public keys of two
communication parties with its own selected public keys. This allows the attacker to
decrypt communications using the related private key.
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Availability is already discussed within the scope of service integrity. Service availability
means that the publication, notification, announcement, subscription, registration and
rendezvous facilities are available when requested. As previously mentioned, several service
integrity threats affect availability. Vulnerabilities in this scope are mainly exploited by DoS
attacks. Sophisticated DoS attacks are camouflaged as routine flooding circumstances, but
their aggregation is the actual threat.
Infrastructure availability means that the elements should always be available and robust
enough to provide routing, caching, coding, multicasting, and other lower layer functions. To
achieve service and infrastructure availability, (D)DoS mitigation is essential, and this is a
twofold objective. The (D)DoS attack, when identified, should be spread in a minimum network
span, or otherwise it should be populated with a minimum harsh risk. It is widely recognized
that high availability protocols, redundant network architectures, and system design without
single points of failure ensure availability and robustness.
Lastly, in a broad sense, spamming might be considered as an end-user domain availability
threat. As it is shown in [Tar2006b], although pub/sub architectures are less vulnerable to
spam messages than email, this threat might actually exist. Spam messages can be classified
into two categories; inbound and outbound. Different techniques should be applied to fight
spam messages for each category. Spam may also exist in bogus brokers, which can be used
as black boxes that insert spam messages while dropping all legitimate messages, or as
normal brokers which monitor network traffic in order to learn users' preferences and later on
insert more effective spam messages. One key issue in pub/sub architectures is event
replication; an event can be replicated to neighbour routers as long as it matches their filters.
In case of poor filter designs, a spammer may construct a single message that will flood the
network.
When accounting issues arise in pub/sub network, an adversary model exists when
misbehaving entities observe, store, and then re-sell the contents or chunks for personal profit
[Khu2005].
4.3.3

Existing Solutions

The following three sub-sections discuss research areas designed to address the security
issues discussed in Section 4.3.2 and publish/subscribe network operations in general.
4.3.3.1 Access Control
Access control is a security requirement, especially in commercial pub/sub applications. It is
used to assign privileges to all parts participating in the pub/sub architecture.
[Bel2003] suggests that access control can be based on roles. This architecture is referenced
to as Hermes [Pie2002] pub/sub system, originally modified to support OASIS role-based
access control system [Bac2002]. The goal of the suggested architecture is to provide a
system in which security is managed within the pub/sub middleware, and access control is
transparent to publishers and subscribers. In this architecture, each event has an owner who
is identified with the use of a X.509 certificate. These owners set the access policies for their
events. Users are assigned roles and privileges are assigned to each role. The users are
never assigned privileges directly.
This approach has two obvious advantages: administration of privileges becomes easier and
policy control becomes decoupled from the software being protected. Publishers and
subscribers need to be authenticated. Every request they make to brokers is sent along with
their credentials, based on these credentials brokers can accept, partially accept or reject the
request. Policies are expressed with the usage of a policy language provided by OASIS.
Access control decisions are based on predicates. Generic predicates are used, and they are
handled as black-boxes, for instance, a predicate could make decisions based on the size of
the message. They can be publish/subscribe restriction predicates, as well. In that case,
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predicates are understood by the pub/sub system and they make use of the event type
hierarchy. For example, if a subscriber attempts to subscribe to an event which it is not
authorized to access, the system will check if the subscriber is authorized to subscribe to any
event's sub-types and thus the original subscription is transformed to a different subscription
scope.
In order for this approach to be effective, brokers must be trusted for using access control
policies. The proposed architecture suggests the usage of certificate chains that will form a
web-of-trust. In this web-of-trust an event owner signs the certificates of the brokers it trusts,
and these brokers sign the certificates of their immediate brokers and so forth. Providing that
publishers and subscribers have a trusted root certificate for the event owners, they can verify
whether their local brokers are eligible to process a certain event.
4.3.3.2 EventGuard [Sri2005]
EventGuard, is a mechanism that aims at providing security for content-based pub/sub
systems. Its goal is to provide authentication for publications, confidentiality and integrity for
publications and subscriptions as well as to ensure availability while keeping in mind
performance, scalability and ease of use. Eventguard is a modular system operating above a
content-based pub/sub core. It uses six “guards”, that secure six critical pub/sub operations
(subscribe, advertise, publish unsubscribe, unadvertised, and routing) as well as a metaservice that generates tokens and keys. Tokens are used as an identification of the
publication, such as a hash function over publication topic, and keys are used for encrypting
messages' contents. All pub/sub operations involve communication with the meta-service
before sending any message. Eventguard uses El-Gamal for encryption, signatures and the
creation of tokens.
4.3.3.3 QUIP [Cor2007]
QUIP is a protocol for securing content distribution in pub/sub networks. Its aim is to provide
encryption and authentication mechanisms to existing pub/sub systems. QUIP's security goals
are to protect content from unauthorized users, to protect payment methods, to authenticate
publishers and to protect the integrity of the exchanged messages. QUIP does not consider
privacy in subscriptions. QUIP assumes a single trusted authority responsible for keys and
payments handling, named key server. Each participant in the pub/sub network willing to use
QUIP has to download in advance a QUIP client that will provide him with a unique random ID
as well as with the key server's public key. At the initiation phase the key server provides to
QUIP participants a certificate that links their public key to their id. Publisher wishing to publish
a protected publication, contact the key server, receiving in return a content key, which is used
for encryption. Subscribers that want to read the encrypted publication have to contact the key
server, and if necessary to pay, in order to obtain the content key. QUIP purposes the usage
of a public key traitor tracing scheme designed by Tzeng and Tzeng which has two main
advantages, namely the ability to revoke the keys of some subscribers without affecting the
keys of the others and each subscriber has a unique key which makes it easier to tell who has
leaked a key.
QUIP considers two problems, ensuring that subscribers can authenticate the messages they
receive from publishers, and ensuring that publishers can control who receives their content.
[Cor2007] The idea is to combine an efficient traitor-tracing scheme with a secure key
management protocol. There is a single trusted authority which will handle key management
and payment called the key server. The focus in the paper is on DRM-like content control.
4.3.4

Formal Modelling and Analysis of Security Protocols

Based on our initial work, analysing publish/subscribe-based cryptographic protocols is
essentially similar to analysing those based on send/receive, as the protocol nor the
semantics have changed. The largest obvious change is that publish/subscribe versions of
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existing protocols need explicit “channels”, or pre-agreed message names, instead of relying
on the network to “magically” deliver the messages to the intended receiver. Some of the
intuitions may have changed, too, due to the recipients being replaced with (unique) message
names. That is, the basic elements of traditional cryptographic protocol analysis appear to be
essentially the same in publish/subscribe and the more conventional send/receive worlds. The
only difference is that the sender need not know the network-level topological identity of the
intended recipient. However, as most “standard” cryptographic protocols do expect that the
sender simply must know some (cryptographic) identifier for the recipient (cf. e.g. [Syv2001]),
such an “insight” does not lead us far.
Hence, we have to look at other intended purposes (beyond simple authentication) that a
cryptographic protocol may have. For example, instead of knowing the identity of the
communication peer, it may be enough to know that there is only one peer (e.g. a group of
fully synchronised nodes) that remains the same throughout some session. More generally, it
may be necessary to look at the intention more from the application point of view, and try to
understand the economic mechanism, contract, or other purpose which the protocol has been
build for. Some of the properties from more traditional protocols may still apply though, such
making sure that the holder of a particular key is currently reachable (freshness), etc. (cf. also
e.g. [Syv2001]).
Another aspect that we haven’t yet considered adequately is labels. If the labels are
cryptographically meaningful, they per se create a set of implicit protocols, needing explicit
design and analysis. For example, in a publish/subscribe network it may be meaningful to
establish a cryptographically strong relationship between a certain (application-level) principal
and a set of message labels.
4.3.4.1 Towards a Problem Statement
The way protocols are designed may need more fundamental changes. Hence, given the
pub/sub communication model and its constraints, we tentatively can make the following
observations.
•

While the traditional Alice & Bob like protocols with the Dolev-Yao intruder model still
pertain, they form only a small subset of the interesting problems. Furthermore, the
existing models may need to be extended and enriched by the facts that all
communication in the pub/sub network is naturally multicast and that two-way
communication requires explicit establishment of a return channel (message name).

•

Moving focus from authenticating principals to various security properties related to the
data itself may require completely new methods.

•

The group communication aspects of publish/subscribe seem to change the nature of
many problems, and lead focus from typical Alice & Bob two-party protocols to
protocols traditionally used for group communication.

•

Another set of open problems can be found from within the infrastructure. Apparently,
a number of new publish/subscribe based protocols are needed. A large open problem
in designing such protocols is that of resource control, including issues related to
fairness, compensation, and authorization.

Given this all, it becomes necessary to reconsider what we mean with authentication goals
and assumptions. As the network provides no names for the active entities (nodes), the next
generation applications are likely to be more interested in the ability to receive correct and
properly protected information rather than communicating with predetermined nodes.
The threats and security goals can be divided, in a perhaps more standard fashion, as follows:
•
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•

Secrecy of keys and other related information, typically needed for confidentiality and
data integrity of the transmitted information.

•

Denial of service, including unsolicited bulk traffic (spam).

•

Threats to fairness, including mechanisms such as compensation and authorization.

•

Authenticity and accountability of the information, including its integrity and
trustworthiness, reputation of the origin, and evidence of past behavior, if available.

•

Privacy and integrity of subscriptions to information.

•

Privacy and integrity of the forwarding state (as a result of subscriptions).

At the mechanism level, there must be in place mechanisms to enable communication through
potentially malicious networks and nodes, as well as to establish mutual trust between
different administrative domains. This may require new kinds of cryptographic protocols that
draw insight from micro-economics, e.g. algorithmic mechanism design [Nis1999], and have
explicit structures for handling compensation, authorization, and reputation instead of relying
solely on more traditional identity authentication and key distribution.
4.3.4.2 Design and Modelling of Cryptographic Protocols
The majority of work in the area of cryptographic protocol design and modelling has been
based on the two-party communication model, with a Dolev-Yao [Dol1983] intruder. As
discussed above, such a model appears insufficient for pure publish/subscribe networks,
where the network provides no identity (other than the implicit identity provided by the
location-related forwarding information) for the active parties. Furthermore, the set of
interesting security problems goes beyond the standard end-to-end examples, such as
authentication, key distribution, and secure file transfer; in addition to those, we need to
consider group communication, denial of service, security goals related directly to data or
database transactions, and the overall security of the network infrastructure itself. In this
section, we briefly look at existing work, trying to figure out possible ways to enhance them to
cover some of the new challenges.
Adversary Model
The standard attacker model in cryptographic protocol design and analysis is that of Dolev
and Yao [Dol1983], often enriched with the correspondence assertions by Woo and Lam
[Woo1993]. The Dolev-Yao model assumes two honest parties that are able to exchange
messages through a powerful adversary that is able to intercept, eavesdrop, and inject
arbitrary messages. Given that in our model primary communication is expected to be one
way data transfer rather than two way transactions, requires two distinct channels for two way
communication, and that in a more realistic model the attackers are typically able to
compromise only part of the infrastructure (a byzantine model) instead of having complete
control over it, a richer attacker model is needed.
Given the primarily multicast nature of the publish/subscribe paradigm, some insights may be
attainable from the work on group protocols. It may even turn out that discrete attacker models
are not sufficient, but that instead one has to turn attention to probabilistic or micro-economic
models, such as Meadows’ model for analysing resource-exhausting denial of service
[Mea2001] or Buttyán and Hubaux micro-economics flavoured models [But2002].
Modelling Logic and Beliefs
To our knowledge, the vast majority if not all the work on logic-based modelling and
verification of cryptographic protocols is inspired by the Alice & Bob two-party setting (see e.g.
[Cal2006] and [Syv2001]), sometimes enriched with a Server. Considering the
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publish/subscribe paradigm, this does not appear very useful. In the case of a single
publication (channel), the publisher basically knows nothing, or, rather, does not gain any new
knowledge when publishing. The subscribers, on the other hand, may learn new knowledge
from the message contents. However, some properties, like freshness, appear impossible to
implement without either two-way communication or additional, external data (such as
roughly-synchronised clocks).
Digging slightly deeper, it becomes evident that also in the publish/subscribe world there will
necessarily be two-party or multi-party protocols. Using our basic model, the initial messages
will contain information that allows the receivers to subscribe to some messages expected to
be published in the future, or publish messages in a way where they can expect there to be a
subscriber. Hence, already here we have some basic beliefs:
Alice believes that there is a party (“Bob”) that is subscribed to a message named M and will
do some well-specified action X once it receives a valid M.
As this belief expresses expectations about the allowed future states of the system, an open
question is whether adding temporal modalities some of the existing modal-logic based
approaches would be sufficient.
Spi Calculus: Process algebras, such as Spi calculus [Aba1998], and especially Patternmatching Spi-calculus [Haa2004], seem to be readily capable of modelling our basic model,
including multicast communication and explicitly named messages. However, in order to
derive useful and interesting results, one may want to consider various richer description for
the net. That is, instead of assuming a Dolev-Yao type all-capable intruder, one may want to
model an intruder that is capable to subscribe to (eavesdrop) any messages and message
sequences (publications) that it knows about, but has limited capabilities of eavesdropping
messages whose names they do not know or publishing messages on message sequences
that they do not know about.
Strand Spaces: Like Spi calculus, strand spaces [Tha1999] appear capable for basic
modelling. For example, multicast is naturally modelled, requiring no extensions. However, as
in the case of Spi calculus, an open question is how to model the network and the penetrator
in order to derive interesting results. One approach might be to continue using the basic
penetrator model, but add new strands that model the publish/subscribe nature of the network
in between.
Information-Theoretic Models: At the time of this writing, it is a completely open problem how
the more information theoretic models, such as the one underlying Huima’s tools [Hui1999] or
developments thereof (e.g. [Mil2001]), could be applied to publish/subscribe.
4.3.5

Formal Methods in Security

The earliest attempt to formally analyze security protocols is arguably the BAN-Logic put forth
by Burrows, Abadi and Needham (hence “BAN”) in 1990 []. BAN-Logic can be described as a
set of mathematical notations combined with a few commonly held beliefs upon which security
properties such as authentication and secrecy can be formally or at least semi-formally
discussed and proven. However, Ban-Logic only conveys a protocol from a static vantage
point, i.e. it implicitly assumes that attackers are only capable of passive eavesdropping,
which, in many cases, is untrue - attackers are not only able to eavesdrop but to insert or
block messages as well as to perform encryption or decryption on messages using its own or
acquired keys.
The combination of Casper/FDR, in contrast, does provide a dynamic perspective. Developed
by Gavin Lowe [Casper], Casper translates a high-level description of a security protocol into
communication sequential processes’ (CSP) terminologies that can be fed into the FDR model
checker for verification against defined specifications, such as agreement and secrecy.
Casper/FDR has been successfully applied to a number a of security protocols [Low2001]
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[Low1996]. However, Casper, as represented by its latest version provided by Gavin Lowe [],
provides no means to model the Diffie-Hellman exchange.
The "Strand Spaces" advocated by Thayer et al. [] is a mathematics theory that allows such
security properties as authentication and secrecy to be expressed and proven in terms of
origins and action sequences. [] does not include a model for the Diffie-Hellman exchange, but
one of its authors, Jonathan C. Herzog, developed one in 2003 [Her2003]. The model treated
the Diffie-Hellman exchange as a function that maps the two parties' public parameters into
the resultant session key. For protocols that incorporate the Diffie-Hellman exchange in the
conventional way, this model could be of interest.
Other formal methods are also seen in the literature, such as Brackin's Automated
Authentication Protocol Analyzer [], the Common Authentication Protocol Language [], and the
chi-space [] model. The author, however, has not had an opportunity to study them in more
details.

4.4

Trust

The term “trust” is used in many different ways, both in the literature and in the everyday
parlance, to the extent that sometimes its use seems to cause more confusion than clarity.
There is a large body of work on trust from a computer science point of view. Starting from the
seminal work by Burrows, Abadi, and Needham on the so called BAN logic [Bur1990], there
has been a large body of papers analysing the underlying assumptions about the parties'
intentions and knowledge in the protocol context, often formulated in terms of trust
assumptions; for example, see the summary papers by Meadows [Mea2003] and by Caleiro,
Vigan, and Basin [Cal2006]. Another body of work, partly building on protocol analysis and
trying to formally model trust in more social context, was created by Yahalom et al. in the early
1990s; for example, see [Gon1990] [Yah1993] [Yah1994]. The later work by Audun Josang,
creating a multidimensional concept that models both trust(worthiness) and knowledge
[Jøs1996] [Jøs1999] [Jøs2001], was inspired partly by the aforementioned work and partly by
the Dempster-Schafer theory of evidence [Dem1968] [Sha1976]. A relatively independent
body of work considers how to represent trust relationships in distributed systems; for
example, see the work by Blaze et al. [Bla1996] [Bla1999], and, for example, by Ellison
[Ell1999], Nikander et al. [Leh1998] [Nik????], and Aura [Aur1999].
From society and social point of view, ability to trust people; i.e., the ability to rely on the
benevolence and good intentions of a typical person, is generally considered as a requisite for
democracy and working markets [Put1993] [Fuk1995] [OEC2001]. Furthermore, elaborate
checks and balances have been developed over generations to institutionalise the trust to
some extent. Consequently, the present erosion of trust and growing distrust within the
Internet is believed to seriously hamper the development of new communities and
marketplaces.

4.5

Privacy

For every new service that is launched and massively adopted, privacy issues will inevitably
arise. As such, privacy and anonymity in the context of communications over
publish/subscribe networks gains substantial consideration in the technical, procedural, and
legal domains. There are various reasons why an end-user would wish to remain anonymous
when communicating over a pub/sub network. Firstly, a subscriber might wish to conceal
his/her identity when selecting published artifacts, files, and other material, therefore
remaining hidden from, e.g., marketing campaigns and unwanted advertisements, directed
through inference over the personal preferences expressed in client subscriptions. On the
other hand, a publisher might also desire to remain anonymous when publishing articles that
might link his/her identity with personal information such as age, market profiles, political
ideologies, or even sexual preference.
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The aforementioned examples belong to an information privacy scope that is related to the
unsanctioned invasion of privacy by, e.g., the government, corporations, and/or individuals, in
order to identify or even manipulate sensitive personal information. Alan Westin identifies
privacy as “the desire of people to choose freely under what circumstances and to what extent
they will expose themselves, their attitude and their behavior to others.” Nowadays, we can
define privacy in different horizontally-overlapping domains:
•

Physical Privacy – e.g. DNA searching

•

Information Privacy – as previously mentioned

•

Contextual Privacy – an individual’s fundamental right not to be linked with places,
people, locations, and preferences encountered as a result of their daily life; threats
include surveillance devices, sensor networks, radio frequency identification (RFID) tagging systems etc.

Consider a model in which an attacker wishes to reveal the identity of end-users (subscribers
or publishers). Defining four legitimate parties in a pub/sub session (i.e. the subscriber, the
publisher, the service provider of the subscriber, and the service provider of the publisher), we
can define the following privacy protection classes:
•

End-user absolute anonymity, where the subscriber/publisher does not expose the
user’s identity to, or otherwise his/her identity cannot be exposed by, any other entity

•

Subscriber/publisher eponymity only towards peers, where the identity of the
subscriber/publisher should only be revealed to the peering publisher/subscriber,
respectively

•

Publisher/subscriber eponymity only towards the provider, where the identity of the
publisher/subscriber should only be revealed to a client’s personal provider

•

Publisher/subscriber eponymity only towards a peer subscriber’s/publisher’s provider;
same as the above case, except identity information is only revealed to the peer’s
provider

To support these privacy classes, an anonymity architecture should make an attacker unable
to distinguish between the occasions when a publisher publishes an article or a subscriber
selects a publication, and the occasions when (s)he does not. Moreover, any anonymity
architecture should protect the physical location of the end-user. No user within the system,
nor the system itself, should know from which point an end-user is connected. Even if the
relation of the publications and subscriptions with a particular user is not possible, the
anonymity system should prevent attackers from linking messages with physical locations.
This avoids the provable exposed conditions [Rei1998] in which an attacker can prove the
identity of publishers/subscribers to others.
4.5.1

Anonymity Architectures

A theoretical model for ensuring anonymity is the k-Anonymity concept [Sam1998], originally
introduced in the context of relational data privacy. It addresses the question of “how a data
holder can release its private data with guarantees that the individual subjects of the data
cannot be identified whereas the data remain practically useful” [Swe2002].
To provide or improve baseline privacy in the realm of Internet services, several privacy
enhancement technologies (PET) have been proposed. Chaum’s Mixes [Cha1981], Stop-andGo Mixes and MixNets [Kes1998], Crowds [Rei1998], Hordes [Lev2002], Onion Routing
[Ree1998], and Mist [Muh2002a] are examples of such anonymity preservation techniques.
Mixes [Cha1981] arguably introduced the notion of anonymous digital communication. The
Mix system provides “unlinkability” between sender and receiver. This ensures that while an
attacker is able to determine that the sender and receiver are actually sending and/or
receiving messages, (s)he cannot determine with whom they are communicating. The system
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consists of a special mix of nodes which store, mix, and then forward the messages in transit.
The sender predetermines the route of the message through one or more mix nodes using a
well-defined protocol. A public key cryptography protocol is also used to ensure that any
message cannot be tracked by an attacker as it passes through the mix network. In its
simplest form (called a threshold mix), a mix node waits until it collects a number of messages
as input. It then uses its private key to reveal the address of the next mix node (or final
destination) and reorders the received and buffered messages by some metric before
forwarding them. In that sense, an omnipresent attacker cannot trace a message from its
source to its destination without the collusion of the mix nodes.
To provide a mix-network routing protocol, Kesdokan et al. introduced the Free Route and Mix
Cascade concepts [Kes1998]. The former gives autonomy to the sender for dynamically
choosing the trust path of the mix-nodes, whilst in the latter the routing paths are pre-defined.
Mix networks introduce delays due to buffering and mixing and different padding patterns for
mixing real and dummy traffic. Continuous mixes attempt to avoid delay issues by introducing
fixed delay distributions for buffering and mixing. Mixes became subject to several attacks,
such as timing attacks, statistical analyses of message distributions, and statistical analysis of
the properties of randomly constructed routes.
Crowds [Rei1998] is a network that consists of voluntarily collaborating nodes. It is based on
the idea that the anonymity of a single being can be protected better when that being is
moving within a crowd. According to [Rei1998], Crowds’ web servers are unable to learn the
true source of a request because it is equally likely to have originated from any member of the
crowd of potential requestors. Even collaborating crowd members cannot distinguish the
originator of a request from a member who is merely forwarding the request on behalf of
another. In Crowds, each user (browser) is represented in the system by a “jondo” process. A
message that requires user anonymity enters into the Crowd node, its presence is announced
via the local jondo, and it is sent to another randomly chosen jondo with probability p or to the
actual server with probability 1-p. When the server (or recipient jondo) receives the message,
it responds using the same forward path. Crowds can effectively deter traceback attacks and
also mitigate collusion attacks if the users randomly select the set of forwarding jondos.
Onion Routing [Ree1998] is an overlay infrastructure for providing anonymous
communications over a public network. It supports anonymous connections through three
phases: connection setup, data exchange, and connection termination.
In the setup phase, the initiator creates a layered data structure called “onion” which implicitly
defines the route path through the network. An onion is recursively encrypted using public key
cryptography. The number of encryptions is equal to the number of onion routes that the
structure should deliver and process towards the destination. The outer cryptographic control
information refers to the first onion router in the path, whilst the inner cryptographic control
information refers to the last onion router in the path (i.e. the predecessor to the destination),
etc. Each onion router along the route uses its public key to decrypt the entire onion that it
receives. This operation exposes the embedded onion, and as a result, the identity of the next
onion router. Each onion router pads the embedded onion after decrypting a “cortex” to
maintain a fixed size, and sends it to the next onion router. Once the onion reaches the
destination, all of the inner control data appears as plaintext. This establishes the anonymous
end-to-end connection, and then data can be sent in both directions.
As data are routed through the anonymous end-to-end connection, each onion-router
removes one layer of encryption, so the data arrives in plain form at the next recipient. This
layering occurs in the reverse order (using different algorithms and keys) for data moving
backwards through the connection.
Connection tear-down can be initiated by either end, or in the middle of the path if needed. All
of the messages (onions and real data) transferred through the Onion Routing network are
identically sized. The messages arrive at an onion router at fixed time intervals. They are
mixed to avoid correlation by potential attackers. Additionally, cover traffic in the semiPSIRP
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permanent connections between onion-routers deludes external eavesdroppers. As such,
Onion Routing can effectively resist traffic analysis.
Hordes [Lev2002] is an anonymity infrastructure that combines elements from Onion Routing
and Crowds. It is the first protocol that uses multicast transmission when the destination
answers the sender. It includes two phases, the initialization and the transmission phase. In
the first phase, Hordes borrows the jondos concept from Crowds, and a public key scheme is
used to add authentication services. The sender sends a join-request message to a proxy
server, and the proxy authenticates the sender and returns a signed message that contains
the multicast address of jondos, and informs the multicast group of the new entry. In the
second stage, for the data transmission phase of a message, the sender selects a subset of
jondos for the forwarding path and a multicast group address for the reverse path. When a
data message is scheduled for transmission, the sender chooses a jondo member of the
forwarding subset and sends this message to this peer as an encrypted onion data structure.
The chosen jondo then sends this message to another randomly chosen jondo with probability
p, or to the receiver with probability 1-p, using encryption layers as well. The receiver replies
on the backward path, and for that reason, it sends an acknowledgment as a plaintext
message to the multicast group.
A promising system that overcomes some of the previously discussed privacy drawbacks is
“the Mist” [Muh2002a]. The Mist handles the problem of routing a message though a network
while keeping the sender’s location hidden from intermediate devices (routers, caching
elements etc), the receiver, and any potential eavesdroppers. The system consists of a
number of routers, known as Mist routers, which are ordered in a hierarchical structure.
According to Mist, special routers, called “portals”, are aware of the user’s location, without
knowing the corresponding identity, whilst “lighthouse” routers, hereafter referenced as “LIGs”,
are aware of the user’s identity without knowing his/her exact location. The key point of the
Mist architecture is the distribution of knowledge. Due to its decentralized structure, a possible
collusion between the aforementioned Mist routers is extremely difficult since the routers are
unaware of each other’s identity. The leaf nodes in the hierarchy (i.e. portals) act as
connection points where users can connect to the Mist system.
Let us assume that publisher A requires a network service that ensures privacy and data
confidentiality. Publisher A must first register with the Mist system. The publisher’s device
interfaces directly with one of the available portals in the surrounding space. The portal, upon
receiving a registration request, replies with a list of its ancestral Mist routers that exist at a
higher level within the Mist hierarchy and are willing to act as a LIG (i.e. point of contact) for
the user. Subscribers that intend to communicate with publisher A have to contact his LIG.
Following LIG selection, a virtual circuit (i.e. a Mist circuit) must be established between
publisher A and the corresponding LIG. This process, known as “Mist circuit establishment”,
aims to entitle publisher A’s LIG to authenticate A without revealing A’s physical location, while
hiding, at the same time, from the Portal, A’s identity and the designated LIG. Furthermore,
the Mist circuit applies a hop-to-hop handle-based routing technique for packet transmission
between source and destination nodes and, in combination with data encryption, manages to
conceal from intermediary nodes any information related to the identities and location of the
communicating parties.
To establish a Mist Circuit, publisher A generates a circuit establishment packet and transmits
it to the corresponding Portal, without informing the portal of the selected LIG. Upon receiving
the packet, the portal assigns a special number, called a handle ID, to the communication
session with publisher A. Thereafter, the portal encloses the assigned handle ID in the
received packet and forwards it to its Mist Router ancestor. As the packet propagates through
the Mist hierarchy, each LIG Router attempts to decrypt the payload using their private key. If
the decryption fails, the particular router infers that it is not the recipient of this packet and
forwards it to the next router in the hierarchy. This process is repeated by each intermediate
Mist router until the packet reaches its final destination. In the case that the decryption of the
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payload is successful, this indicates that A has selected the current Mist Router to act as his
LIG. The LIG responds to publisher A and confirms the registration. From this point, a secure
circuit is established through which publisher A can communicate securely with his LIG. Note
that even though the LIG of publisher A can infer that his/her physical location is underneath a
given Mist router Y, it is very difficult if not impossible to determine A’s exact position.
Following circuit establishment, the LIG undertakes the role of representing the end-user.
An issue that has to be addressed is the detection of the user’s LIG. A public directory (e.g. a
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) server) or a web server can be used for this
purpose. Let us assume now that subscriber B intends to communicate with publisher A and
both have previously established a Mist circuit with LIGs B’ and A’, respectively. Subscriber B
transmits to his/her LIG a packet indicating that (s)he wants to set up a pub/sub service with
publisher A. LIG B verifies that the originator of the message is B, locates the LIG of publisher
A, and performs the initialization procedure for connection establishment. As soon as the
communication path is established, users A and B are able to communicate. Note that the
intermediate routers are unaware of the two ends of the communication. Moreover, it is
impossible for subscriber B to determine the location of A and vice versa.
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